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The closed graph and open mapping theorems are two of the deepe~ 

results in the theory of locally convex spaces. They are very rich 

in their applications in functional analysis. This thesis contains 

some extensions of these theorems in locally convex spaces. We begin 

with a study of a.-spaces .,and ~-spaces, which leads us naturally to 
j 

a study of o-spaces.. On these spaces, we prove closed graph and 

open mapping theorems. Similar theorems are also proved for certain 

classes of B ('&)-spaces. In particular, a closed graph theorem forr . 

B(91Z.)-spaces enables us to characterise certain classes of B(J .~ )

spaces. A consideration of countability conditions in locally convex 

spac.es enables us to prove open ·mapping theorems in B (S- )-spaces.. , r . 

These theorems are then used to relate boundedness of linear mappings 

and their graphs, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The closed graph and open mappinr, theorems are two of the 

deeper results in the theory of locally co'nvex spaces. They are very 

rich in their applications in functional analysis. This thesis contains 

some extensions of these theorems in locally convex spaces. 

The first chapter of this work is composed of those definitions 

and results from the theory of locally convex spaces which are needed 

in future chapters. The proofs of .many of the results are omitte·d for 

the reason that they are easily available in books such as Husain [15], 

Robertson and Robertson [35] and Kothe [23]. 

Our investigation of the closed graph and open mapping theorems 

begins in Chapter II. l We begin ' with a study of c;.-spaces and ¥-spaces 

which were introduced by Levin [26]. In [26], Levin merely quotes, 

without proofs, some results he obtained.in .those spaces. We offer 

proofs and relate these spaces with B-complete spaces due to Ptak [31] 

and Collins [2]. We are also able to give some characterizations of 

these spaces. 

The study of a-spaces and ~-spaces leads us naturally to a · 

class of locally convex spaces which we call, 6-spaces. On these, 

we prove closed graph and open mapping theorems. 

In his papers [11], [12] and [14] and in his book [15], 

Husain studied locally convex spaces which he.called B(i&-) and 

B (-e,..)-spnces (see Chapter I, Definition 6.1). T'nese are spaces which· 
r 

satisfy weakened forrno of B-complcteness and B -completeness conditions 
r 

1 
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of Ptrik [31]. For the particular case when t. :: 3 the class 

of 6eparnted barrelled spaces, a B ( ~ )-spa.cc ia characterized by
r 

the fact that every continuous, one-to-one, linear mapping from it onto 

a separated barrelled space, is open. On these spaces, Husain was 

able to prove a very general closed graph theorem (Chapter I, Theorem 6.2). 

By appealing to methods in the duality theory of locally convex spaces, 

we are able·to give a shorter proof (Chapter III, Theorem 2.1). 

Husain's proof, as well as ours, relies heavily ..on a ~ondition of 

almost openness of the linear mapping. Husain in [15] had queried as 

to whether this condition of almost openness could be relaxed. Sulley 

in [40] showed that this cannot be done, in general. We are, howeve~, 

able to replace almost openness by some other conditions. For onto 

mappings, we show that for some classes of B (9li)-spaces and B (J • ~ )
r r 

spaces, where 9~ is the class of metrisable locally convex spaces and 

) ~~ is the class of separable barrelled spaces, the almost openness. 

condition could be dropped (Chapter III, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). We 

are also able to characterize certain classes of B(J .U )-spaces.· 

The closed graph theorem, proved for a-spaces in Chapter I 

(1~eorem 1.1), enables us to obtain a characterization of semi-reflexive 

spaces (Chapter III, Lemma 4.·1). This characterization· cnabloa 

us to obtain closed graph and open mapping theorems for B (3' )
r · 

spaces, where . 3- is the class of locally convex Frcchet spaces. 

In Chapter IV, countability conditions in locally convex 

spaces are investigated. We show that there are locally convex spaces, 

more general than metrisahlc spaces whose strong duals possess a countable 
/ 

funrlamental family of bounded sets. We investigate these spaces and 
' 

prove, among other results, closed graph and open mapping theorems, 



rclnxinr, tho neceasnry completeness requirement by filter conditions, 

introduced in [36]. Wo also investigate conditions that might relax 

these filter conditions. 

A linear muppina is called bounded if it preserves bounded 

acts, In Chapter V, cloGed e;rnph and open mapping thoorcmo, proved 

earlier are used to relate boundedness of linear mappineo and their 

grnphs. 

'l'ho numbering of thcorcmo, propoai tiono cmd lemmno io otartccl 

afreoh nt the beginning of each chapter; a reference not-precoded by 

a chapter number applies to the chapter in which it occurs• 

. . . 

., 



CHAPT.r~.< X 

PRELIMINARIES 

l. Tcrrninolo(':v and nofo.tion. 

The graph of a mappins t of a set E into another set F 

is the subset of E x F consisting of all elements of the form 

(x, t(x)), with x c E. If E and F are topological spacesw with 

F separated, and if t is continuous, then its graph G is closod. 

For if (x, y) t G there are disjoint neighbourhoods U of t(x) and 

V of y, and (t-1 (u), V) is a neighbourhood of (x, y)" not meeting 

G. The converse is not true as can be seen easily from the following 

example: 

1Define t: R-R by t(x) = - for x ~ O and t(O) ::: O. T'nen x 

G is closed but t is not continuous. 

We also note that if t is a. one-to-one and open mappini:; of a 

separated topological space E onto another topological spac~ F then 

the graph13 of t and t-l are homeomo~~hic and so, if the gr~ph 

of t ia closed, the graph of t-l is also closed. 

Let E and F be two separated topological vector spaces and 

consider the following statements: 

(1) 	 A continuous linear mapping t of E onto F is open. 

(2) 	 A linear mapping s of F into E, with closed graph, 

is continuous. 

4 
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It is well known that the statements (l) and (2) are not true 

for every paix- of topological vector spaces E and F. If they are 

true for Gome topological vector spaces E and F, with or without· 

any additional conditions on the mappings, (1) and (2) are called the 

open mapping and closed graph theorems, respectively. 

It will be the purpose of later chapters to investigate some 

extcnoions of the above theorems to certain classes of topological 

vector spaces. Wo shall confine ourselves for the most part to locally 

convex topoloi;ical vector spaces. We shall write: "convex space", 

to mean: "locally convex topolozical vector space over the real or 

complex field". All opnccn considered arc assumed to ho separated, 

unlcso otherwise stated. Mostly we shall use the notations and 

and definitions of (15]. Some of the definitions and notations used 

here and in later chaijters aro ap follows. 

Eu denotes a convex space endowe.d with a locally-convex 

topology u. 'l'he space E' = E' denotes the dual of .Eu i.e. the set 
u 

of all continuous linear functionals on E* denotes the algebraic 

dual of E i.e. the set of all linear functionals on E. If E and 

E' are in duality i.e. each is a vector subspace of .the algebraic 

dual of the other, we shall call (E, E') a dual pair. For any vector· 

space E with algebraic dual .E*, (E, E*) is a dual, pair. 

If (E,. E') is a dual pair, then we have the following 

topologies: 

0-(E, E') denotes the weak topology on E determined by E' • 

O'"(E', E) denotes the weak topolocy on E' determined by E. 

't (E, E') denotes the Piackey topology on E determined by E' • 

&:(E', E) denotes the Mackey topology on E' .iletermined by E• 
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~(E, E') denotes the strong topology on E determined by ~·. 
p(E', E) denotes the stront; topology on E' determined by E. 

In view of the fnct that (E, E*) forms a dual pair, we also 

have the following topologies: 

0-(E*, E) denotes the weak topology on E* determined by E. 

t(E, E*) denotes the }ackey topology on E determined by 

i,e. the finest locally convex topology"on E 

Ea" denote::; E endowed with u(E, E'). 

Ei: denotes E endowed with i; (E
' 

E') • 

denotes E endowed with P(E, E') •El3 


E' ~ denotes E' endowed with (i" (E'' E).
u u 

E, i: denotes E' endowed.with 't'(E', E) • u \,l 

) j 

E' 13 denotes E' endowed with P(E'' E) •u u 

If there is no confusion,,. E may denote a convex space and E' its dual. 

Let (E, E') be a dual pair. If A is a subset of E, the 

subsets of E' consisting of those x' for which 

sup { < x, x' > l : x c A } ~ l 

; 

is called the polar of A (in E') and denoted by A0 
• 

If E is a convex space, we shall call a subset A' of E' 

almost closed if AI(\ uo is <r (E', E) closed for every neighbourhood 

u of the origin in E. 

It often happens that, for a linear mapping t of E onto F, 

although we cannot assert that t(U) is a neighbourhood of the origin, 
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we can easily prove that tnfY (i.e. the closure of t(U) in F) is. 

This is the case when F is burrellod for t(U) is a barrel, for each 

absolutely convex neighbourhood U of the origin in E. It is convenient 

to make the follo'.-Jing definitions. 

DEFINITION.1.1: A linear mapping t of a convex space E 

into another convex spa.cc F iG almost open if.- t'(u") is a neic;hbourhood 

of the oriein in F I for any neit;hbourhood U of the oric;in in E. 

Similarly, we have: 

DE:nNITION 1.2: A linear mapping t of a convex space E· 

into another convex space F is almost continuous if t-1(V) is a 

neighbourhood of the origin in E, for every neighbourhood V of the 

origin in F. 

When t is one-to-one and onto, clearly t is almost continuous 

1if and· only if t- is almos~ open.
I 

2, The transpose of a linear mn.nping 

Suppose that (E, E') and (F, F1 ) are two dual pairs and 

that--t-_ is a linear mapping of E into F, Then < t(x), y 1 > is 

a bilinear functional in the two variables x and y'. Denote by 

t'(y') the ~inear functional on E which results from this bilinear 

functional by fixing y' c F', so that t' is defined by the identity: 

< x, t'(y•) > =< t(x), y'> 

valid for all x c E and all y' c F'. Then for each y• c F', 

t'(y') c E• and t' is a linear mapping of F' into E•. We call 

t' the transpose of the linear mapping t. 
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We .:;hall call the lincn.l" IU'.lpping weakly con tinuouo if it ia 

continuoun under the topologies c:i(E, E') and 0-(F, F'). 

TI10 followin~ result is basic. 

PROPOSI'I'ION ?..l: Let (E, E•) and (F, F') be dual pairs 

and let t be a linear mapping of E into F with transpose t'. 

Then t 1 (F•) ~ E' if and only if t is weakly continuous. 

PROOF: First suppose that t is'continuous; then for each 

fixed y' c F', < t(x), y' > is a continuous linear functional on E·• 

Hence t'(y') c E'. 

Next· suppose that t' (F') ~ E' ·and let 

v = fy: sup I < Y., y ! > I .:5 l}
l.:5i~ l. 

be a ·· u(F,F') basic neiehbourhood of the ori£;ill in F. · Then it 

U = {x: sup I < x, t' (y:P > I .:5 1} ' 
j l,:5i~ j . ' 

U is a Ci (E, E') basi.c neighbourhood of the orizin in E with t(U) !; v. 

Hence t is weakly continuous. Q.E.D. 

If t is a weakly continuous linear mapping of E into F, 

then t' maps F' into E' and its transpose t'' ~aps E'' into 

F'*• By Proposition 2.1, t'' .. maps E'' into F11 if and only if 

t' is continuous when F' and E' have the topologies. 0-(Fw, F' ') " 

o.ncl r;" (E', :r;• '). 'J'hc simplest cac;e arisco when J..;•' = E and F' 1 = 1'~; 

then t'' clcnrly coincides with t, and so we have by Proposition 2.1, 

COROLLARY: If t is wenkly continuous, so is its transpose t'. 

PROPOSITION 2.2: If t is n continuous linear mappinG of a 

convex sp~ce E into a convex space F, then t is also weakly 

continuous. 
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PROOF: For each fixed y' c F', < t(x), y' > is a continuous 

linear functional on E and so t'(y'•) c E'. Hence t'(F')~ E' and 

the result follows from P-~o~osition 2.1. Q.E.D•. 

The converse of this result is not true in general (take, for 

example, the identity mapping of E under one topology into E under 

a strictly finer topology of the same dual pair). However, we shall 

see (Proposition 2.9) that for a suitable topology on E woak continuity 

implies continuity in the initial topolosies. 

PROPOSITION 2.2_: Let (E, E') be a dual pair. The polars in 

E' of subsets A and B of E have the following properties: 

(i) Ao is absolutely convex and C) (E'' E) closed; 

(ii) . "" AGB then c A0
•l.l. B0 - ' 

(iii) if A. f o, then (A.A)o = -1..... Ao· 
I A. I ' 

(iv) 

PROOF: All are immediate from the definition of polar sets 

·except the <:' (E', E)-closedness of A0 
• Now 

Ao = (\ {x•: < x, x' > I .:S 1}
xcA 

which· is an ,intersection of inverse images of closed sets by ~ (E', E)

A0continuous functions; hence is G""(E', E)-closed. 

/ 

Another useful result is the following. 

If E is a convex space with dual E' 

and A is a sub.set of E, then the bipolar A00 of A in E is the 

()(E, E')-closed absolutely convex envelope of A. 

PROOF: See (35] (Chapter II, § l~, Theorem 4, Corollary 1). 
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PROPOSITION 2,5: Let (~, E') and (F, F') be dual pairs and 

let t be a weakly continuous linear mapping of E into F, with 

transpose t'. If A c E and B c F 1 t then: 

(i) 	 (t(A)) 0 = t•-1(A0 
) 

(ii) 	 t-1(B0 
) ~ (t'(B)) 0 

• 

PROOF: A proof of (i) may be found in [35] (Chapter II, Lemma 6) 

and (ii) follows on interchanging roles of t and t-1• 

PROPOSITION 2.6: Let E and F be convex spaces and t a 

weakly continuous linear mapping of E into F. Then t is weakly 

open from E onto t(E) if and only if t 1 (F 1 ) is weakly closed in 

E' • 

PROOF: A proof may be found in [6] (Chapter 8, f 6,. 

Proposition 3). 

COROLLARY: · If E and F are convex spaces and t is a 

weakly continuous linear. mapping of E i~to. F, then 

(i) 	 t is a weak homeomor~M.sm into if and only if t' (F') =E1 

(i.e. t' is onto). 

(ii) 	 t(E) = F (i.e. t is onto) if and only if t' is a 

weak homeomorphism into. 

PHOPOfil'l'ION ?..?: Let E be a. vector space. Then under the 


topology ·<i"(E•, ·E), E• is complete. 


PROOF: A proof may be found in [35] (Chapter III, § 6, 

Proposition 13). 

http:homeomor~M.sm
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The following result is of fundamental importance in the theory 

of convex spaces. 

'l'HFOREM 2, l: If E is a convex space and U is a nei6hhour
u 

hood of the oriein then u0 is G- (E', E)-cornpnct. 

PROOF': Give E* the topology u (E"', E). Since U is an 

absorbent set in E, u0 is bounded in E! ([35], Chapter III, § 1, 

Lemma 2) and therefore precompact ([35], Chapter·III,§ 7, Proposition 6). 

Also E• is complete (Proposition 2.7) and u0 is closed (Proposition 2•.3 (i)) 

0 0 0and so u is complete. Hence u is compact. But u ~ E' and the 

topologies 0- ( E' , E) and C:i (E*, E) coincide on E' , and so u0 is 

<r (E', E)-compact. Q.E.D. 

PROPOSITim! 2, 8: Let E be a separable convex space. Then 

every equicontinuous subset of E' is weakly metrisable. 

PROOF: See [23] (f 21, 3 (4)). 

In Proposition 2.2, we proved that a continuous linear mapping 

is also weakly continuous. The restricted converse, promised there is: 

PROPOSI'I'ION 2._2,: If E and F are convex spaces, and if E 

has topology t (E, E'), then every weakly continuous linear mapping 

of E into F is also continuous. 

PROOF: Let V be a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood of 

the origin iR F. Thi:m by Theorem 2.1, v0 is <r" (F.', F)-compact~ 

Since the transpose t' of t is weakly continuous (Proposition 2.1) 

t' (v0
) is ~ (E', E)-compact. Since t 1 (V0 

) is also absolutely 

convex, its polar in E is a neighbourhood of the origin in 'C (E, E'). 
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is closed and absolutely convex (Proposition 2.4). Thus t ia 

continuous. Q.E.D. 

We shall call a convex space E a Mackf?Y space if u = "C (E, E' ).
u 

It is clear from the proof of Proposition. 2. 9 that: 

PROPOSITION 2,10: If E and F are convc~ spaces and t 

n weakly continuous linco.r mo.pping of E into F then t ia continuouo 

with respect- to the No.ckey topologies on E and F i.e. with respect 

to tTE,- E' ) and i:: (I•\ :r.~' ) : 

It is also worth noting that: 

PHOPOSI'l'I0N ?. , 11: If E and F aro con~cx spaces and t a 

weakly continuous linear mapping of E into. F, then t is continuous 

with respect to the str9ng topolot,ies on E and F i.e. with respect 

to P(E, E') and ~(F,,F'). 

PROOF: . To show that t is strongly con-tinuous, it su·ffices 

to show that if B is a wet1.kly bounded set in F' , there exists a 

-1 0 - - 0 c=
bounded set A in E' such that t (B ) '2. A • Now since 


t .. : F'~ E' is weakly continuous, t' (B) is weakly bounded in E' . .
' 

0It suffices to take t'(B) =A. Then we have: t-1(B0 
) =A (Proposition 

2.5, (ii)). Q.E.D.. 

J, CompletcneRs, B-completcness and B "comnletcnesa 
r 

We begin this section with a very.useful-characterization of' 

completeness in convex.spaces. 



l} 

Let 	 E be a convex apace and E' its dunl. ·w 

'.I.'hcn 	 the followinc statements nro cquivulcnt: 

(a) 	 E is complete;
w 

(b) 	 Every almost closed hyperpJ.o.ne of E' is u(E', E)

cloaed; 

(c) 	 Let i:f bo a bnso of neichbolU'hoods of the oriBin for w. Thon 

every linem• functional on E' that is O""(E' ,E).-continuoua on 

~nch w0 
,· Wc'L.r, is °<l"'(E' ,E)-cont~~uous on E'. ·· · 

PRCOF: A p1•oof of this theorem may be found in [15] (Chapter .5, 

S 3, 'l'hcorcm 2). 

Fl'orn 	 this thc01•em we deduce a. t once: .. 

PHOPOSI'l'ION 3.1: If Ew io u complete convex Gpuco, then E 

is complete under any finer topology of the same dual pair. 

Moro e;enl~rally, we have the followinc completcneos critcrion for 
I I 

a convex space Eu in terms of a coarser topolocy v on E. 

PROPOS I'l'ION 3, 2: Let u and v be two locally convex 

topologieo on a. vector space E such that u ~ v. If Eu has a 

neighbourhood base of the origin consisting of sets complete in v, 

then E is complete.
u 

PROOF: See [38] (Chapter l, 1.6). 

Theorem 3.1 tells us that a hyperplane in the dual of a complete 

convex space is weakly closed if it has weakly closed intersections w1th 

the polars of neighbourhoods of the origin. A theorem of Banach shows that• 

for a Banach space, this property holds not only for hyperplanes, but 

for all vector subspaces of its dual. Convex spaces with this property 

arc culled B-complete spaces. 

http:hyperpJ.o.ne


It is also possible to ch~racterizc B-complc~e LJpaces in 

teri.is of 1;:nppings anci ranee spaces. We begin with the: followint; 

definition. 

A convex space E is said to be 

B-complete if a lincnr continuous almost open mapping of E onto any 

convex space is open. 

(b) /, convex space E is said to be B -complete if a linear 
.r 

continuous almost open and one-to-one mapping of E orito any co~vex 

spc-i.ce is open. 

It follows ir.1media tely th:::i t: 

Every 	B-complete space is Br -cornnlcte. .. 

Every :F'r('.°chet space (in particular, a 

Ban;.:i.ch sp:~ce) is B-cor.iplete. 
~ 

Sec [15] (Cha.pter 3, § 2, Theorem 2). 

Let E be a convex space and E' its cit;.al. 

The follmdne; statements are equivalent: 

(a) 	 E is B-comnlete (B -comulete).. r ~ 

(b) 	 Every Eilmost closed (and dense) subs93.ce of is 

~ (E', E)-closed. 

PJOOF: See [15] (Chapter lf, § l, Theorem 1 and § 3, 

Tncorern 5). 

Since 	in nny topolo~ical vector spncc a hyper;J.~ne is either 

B -cr,,~j,.1c tc 
l' 

http:cr,,~j,.1c
http:subs93.ce
http:Ban;.:i.ch
http:spc-i.ce
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We collect now, some properties of B-complete and Br-complete 


.... - .:'. .,,~·;ic}: we shall have occasion to use in la tcr chapters. The 


.·v'-' ,·r; <:~~ i::•·.:se mc:..y be found in [15] and [38]. · 


PROPOSITION ;2.6: Let E be a B-complete (B -complete)

r 

space and M, a closed subspace. Then M is B-complete (B -comnlete).- r ... 

PHOOF: See [38] (Chapter IV, 8.2). 

PROPOSITIOil 3.7: Let E and F be convex spaces. Let t 

be a linear, continuous and almost open mapping of E onto F. If E 

is B-complete, then F is also B-complete. 

PRC OF: See [15] (Chapter .4, § 1, Proposition 5). 

As a particular case of Proposition 3.7, we have: 

COROLI,ARY: Let E be a B-complete space and M a closed 

subspace of E. Then )E/M is B-complete. 

When B and F arc convex r;paccs and t is a linear n;app:i nc 

of E into F, the graph of t is a vector subspace of Ex F. We 

shall use the following condition for the r,raph to be closed: 

PROr10SITION l+.1: Let E and F be convex spaces and let t 

be a linear mapping of E into F, with transpose t' (mapping F' 

into E*) • T'ne grap:1 of t is closed if and only if t ,-l(E') is 

dense in F' c- • 

PHOOF: 'I'he set t ,-lu.~·) is dense in F' o- if and only if 

Now if U is a base of absolutely convex neir,hhou:·

hoods of the origin in E, then 
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E' = u uo 
u cu 

and so 

t'-l(E') = U 	 u (t(U)) 0
• 

u c u u cu 
Hence 

( t I -1 o~ I ) ) 0 ::::; ~ (t(U))oo 't<UY.= 	 n 
u c 'U u c u 

But y is in the last set if and only if' for each U c u and each 

neii::;hbourhood V in F, y + V meets t(U) i.e. (O, y) c G, where 

G is the graph of t. Hence if G is closed, (t'-
1 

(E'))
0 = [oJ. 

Conversely if (t•-1 (E')) 0 = £0}, and if (x, y) c G , then 

(O, Y- t(x)) c G , and so y - t(x) = o; thus (x, y) c G and G 

is closed. Q.E. D. 

1
COHOLLAl~Y: If t~e graph of t is closed, then t- (o) is 

clo:..>ccl. 

N10PHOOJo': l''or puttinc N' = t•-1 (li:•), = foJ by the 

1 (N 10 0proposition, and t- (o) = C 1
) = (t'(N')) , which is <l(E, E')

clo.sed, bcinc; the poln:r of o. subset of E'. 'l'hus t-1
(0) is closed. Q.E.D. 

Let E and F be convex spaces and t n 

1linear mn.ppinG of E into F and such that t- (o) is a closed sub.space 

of I<;. Let s: E/t-
1 
(o)--> F

1 
where s(x)= t(x) for all x c F. Then: 

(a) 	 s is almost open if and only if t is almost open. 

(b) 	 s is almost continuous if t is almost 


continuous. 


(c) 	 The craph of s is closed if and only if the eraph of 

t is 	closed. 
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PROOF: See [15] (Chapter 3, § 2, Proposition 3). 

...5...._T_he cl9scd r:ranh and O\)Cn rn;:i.n-::iin,f\ thcor0r.is for Br-complete snaces 

Before we prove our main theorem we need: 

LE!·l!J\ 5.1: Let E and F be convex spaces. If t is an 

almost continuous linear mapping of E into JT' with transpo::>e t'
' 

(mapping F' into E*), and if M' is an almost closed vector subspace 

• , t'-l(i1•)1·o f E l t1.1en is almost closed. 

0
PHCOF: Let N' = t•-1 

(M'); we have to shoH that N' (\ v

is G"' (l"', }"')-closed for ench nciehbourhood V of the origin in Jt'• 

Let W:::: t-1(v). Then W is u. neighbourhood of the origin in E .since 

t is almor.;t continuous; therefore, since M' is almost cloc;ccl, 

M' f\ °0° is u(E*, E)-compact and so ct (:F~*, E)-closed. Hence 

is <;"' (F', F)-closed. Now 

=N't\ (t(W))
0 

-N'f\ (Vf\t(E))
0

• 

Hence 

0 0 0 0N1 f\ v = N 1 () v f\ ( V f\ t ( E) ) 0 = t 1-l ( M' (\ w) f\ v

. 
an intersection of er (F', F)-closed sets. Q.E.D. 

The followine closed graph theorem is due to Pt~k [31]. 

Let Eu be a convex space and F a B -complete
v r 

Let t be a linear ma:ppint; of E into F with closed graph.u v 

If t is almost continuous, then t is continuous. 

http:thcor0r.is
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PROOF: \'Jc prove first tho.t t is weakly continuous, by 

showinc that t•-1 (E') = F', so tnat t'(F') = E'. By Lemma 5.1, 

with M' =E', t 1
-
1(E') is almost closed. By Proposition 4.1, 

t'-l(E') is dense in F'(j since the r;raph of t is clo.sed. Since 
v 

F is a B -complete space, t ,-l(E') = F' , and so t is weakly
v r 

continuous. Now if V is a closed absolutely convex neighbourhood of 

the orir;in in F v is also weakly closed; therefore isv' 
1weakly clo3cd and so closed. Rut t- (V) is a neichbourhood of the 

oricin in Bu since t is almost continuous; thus C1(V) is a 

neighbourhood, and t is continuous. Q. E. D. 

COROLLitRY: Let E be a barrelled space and F a B 
r 

complete spnce. Let t be a linear mapping of E into F with closed 

graph. Then t is continuous. 

.PROOF: Sinoc is barrelled, t is almost continuous. 

In view of Proposition 4.2 and the fact Uiat factors modulo 

closed subspaces of B-complete spaces are B-complete (Corollary to 

Proposition 3.7), we have the following open mappine theorem. 

'I'l!?.:OREM 5. 2: Let E be a B-completc space and F a convex 

space. Let t be a linear mapping of E onto F with closed graph. 

If t is almost open, t is open. 

COHOLI Xrt.Y: Let E be a B-completc space and F a barrelled 

space. Let t be a linear mapping of E onto F with closed r.;raph. 

Then t is open. 

06, Convex s·oaces with the B( ~ ) and the B ( v)-·nroncrt:v 
r 

In his papers [11], [12] and [lit], and in his book [15] 1 Husain 
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studied convex spaces which he called spaces with the B('e-) and the 

B ('&- )-proper t;.y. These are spaces which satisfy weakened forms of the 
r 

B-co~pletenens and B -completeness conditions of Pt~k [31].
r 

Let '(,.- denote a fixed class of convex 

spaces. A convex space E is said to have the B(~)-property or, in 

short, to be a B( '(;.-)-space .if, for each convex space F c -?- a 

linear continuous and almost open mapping of E onto F is open. 

(b) A convex space E is said to be a B ('&-)-space if, for 
r 

each convex space F c ~ a linear continuous one-to-one and almost 

open mappin~ of E onto F is open. 

It is clear that: 

PROPOSITION 6.1: Every B(-B.-)-space is a B ('&-)-space.
r 

P;{OPOf.ITION 6,2: Let -&1 
and be two classes of convex 

) 

spa.cos. If '&- ::> ,e,_ , then every B(°& )-spnce (Br('&- )-space)
1 2 1 1 

is o. B(~)-space (nr(f,. 2 )-spo.ce), 

The followinr; permanence property for B(~)-spaces may be 

found in [13] (§' 3, Theorem 1). 

PROPOSITION 6.}: Let E be a B('&-)-space and t a linear 

continuous ~nd almost open mapping of E onto a convex space F. Then 

F is also a R('&-)-s~~ce. 

COROLLAHY: Let E be a B(~&-)-space and M a closed subspace 

of E. Then :E:/M is also a B(~ )-space. 

f) t/
In the particular case when 'Cr = "" , the class of all barrelled 

spacee> 1 we have some intcrnnl characterizations of B('6-) and 

B (~)-spaces. For these, it will be convenient to have the followinr; 
r 

definition. 

http:nr(f,.2)-spo.ce
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DEF'INI'l'TON G, 2: Let E' be the dual of a convex space Eu. 

A subspace Q of E'" is said t_.. be boundedly complete if the 

following conditions arc simultaneously satisfied: 

(a) 	 For each u-ncighbourhood U of the oricin in Eu' 

E l a-QI\ uo is closed in • 

(b) Every bounded subset of Q is equicontinuous. 

It follows immediately that: 


PROPO.SITIOH 6.4: Every boundedly complete subspace Q of 


E'o- of a convex space E is weakly quasi-complete. 

We have the follow:inr; characterization. 

THt~OR~~M 6.1: A necessary and sufficient condition for a convex 

space E to be a B(~ )-space (B (~)-space) is that each (dense) 
r 

boundcdly complete subspace of E' rr is closed. 

PROOF: See [15] (Chapter 7, f 3, T'ncorems 2 a.'1.d 3). 

Proposition 6. l+ and the above 'l~•eol'el11 now give us: 

PROPOSITION 6.5: A sufficient condition for a convex space 

E to be a B( :I )-space is that each quasi-complete subspace of 

is closed. 

For. B ('J )-spaces we have the following exciting theorem: 
r 

THEOREf.! 6.2: (Husain [15]) Let E 
u 

be a barrelled space and 

F 
v 

a B (':/ )-Gp<i.ce.r . Let t be a linear mzi.pping of E 
u 

into 

}<' 
v 

with closed graph. If t is almost open, then t is continuous. 

PROOF: Let tvl denote a fundamental system of closed, 

absolutely convex neighbourhoods of the origin in F • For each V 
v 
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'l'hcn :i. t :i.s enay to verify that [VJ 
forrn<> u f:i l t..crbase for clo.:;ecl, absolutely convex nd Ghhourhoodn of tho 

origin in F under n locally convex topology w. We show that F 

:i.n fvJ 

w 
1 • 

is scpo.rn.ted. Let y c V
• 

, for each V
• in f V} . Then y c 2 v • 

Hence there existc; x c Butso that
1. 

t -l( .l V) C t-l( l V) + U, w ere U . arb. t . hbour~oo a· o~ ""'h is an 1 rary ne1g ' 
2 2 

the origin in E Hence x c t-1( l V) + u. That means there exit; tsu· 1 2 
1x c u so that xl - x c t-1( 1. V) and hence t (x ) · c t(x ) + 2 v.2 2 2 2 1

But this shm-:s that t(x
2

) c y + V. In other words, G fl (U x (y + V)) I¢, 

where G is the graph of t. Since G is closed by hypothesis, 

(o, y) c G and hence y = o. 

Further, for each v v :> v so v :> w. We wish to show that
' 

the identity mapping i ; Fv -J. F is almost open. For this it is 
w 

•
sufficient to show that if y c v then y c v, where v is the closure 

of v with respect to the topology w. For ench w in !. vl 
' 

(y + 1 W) (\ t ( t -l(V) I ¢ 
2 

Hence there exists x c t-1 (V) so that t(x ) c y + ~ w. But
1 1

being a bcu·rcl in is n neighbourhood of the originEu ' 
1 1(becau,.se E is a barrelled space). Hence c t- (V) + t- ( *W).u. x1 

Therefore there exists x c t-1 (v) such that x - c t-1 ( ~ H)2 1 x2 
1 ... 1 l "' and hence tCx1 ). - t(x ) c - w • But then t(x) c y + - \'! + "-· w

2 2 2 2 
1 • 1 •(because 2w is balanced and t(x

1 
) c y + 2 W) • Hence t(x) c y + w, 

because we w and w is convex, and therefore v (\ (y + W) 1¢ for 

• 
each w. This proves that y is n limit point of v under w, or in 

http:becau,.se
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{ v l 

o tht'l' 1.;ord(;, y r: V. 1'hur; i: F ~ F iu continuou:.; and almost 
v w 

open. 
... 

Now consider the ni::iptiing t: E--). F }'or en.ch V in __tL w· 

barrel and therefore a neighbourhood of the origin in E t: E~Ji'
u' u w 

is continuous. Further, since t: E ~F is almost open by
u v 

hypothesis and i: E ---~ F is almost open, it follows that 
v w 

t: E ~ F is also almost open.
u w 

Now t: E - F being a continuous and almost open mapping
u w 

of a barrelled space E into a convex space F implies F is -a 
u w w 

barrelled space. Since F is a B (J )-space, the identity mapping
v r 

i: }"'v--+ Fw' being continuous and almost open, is open. Hence 

v = w. Since t: E -~ F has been proved continuous, it follows 
u w 

that t: E ~ F is) continuous. Q.E.D.u v 

In the case when F is barrelled, the almost openness condition 
v 

imposed on t may be relaxed, because, it turns out that a barrelled 

B ( :J )-space is B -complete ( [15], Chapter 7, § 5, Theorem 5). More 
r r 

generally, we have the following: 

Let '&- be a fixed class of convex spaces which satisfies the 

following condition: I.ct E and F be two convex spaces and let t 

be n linear continuous and almost open mRppine of E onto F. If E 

is in then F is al.so in "&- • 

For such a class ~ of convex .spaces, we have: 

Every convex space in '&- which is a B( 't- )-space 

(B ('t- )-space) is B-complete (B -complete).
r r 
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COROLLAT?Y: Every barrelled space Hhich is a B('J )-space 

(B (~ )-space) is B-cornplete (B -complete).
r r 

?. Count::i.bly quasi-barrelled and countably bnr-re11ed spaces 

Countably quasi-barrelled and count~bly barrelled spaces are 

due to Husain [16]. Hore we collect some properties of these spaces 

for later use. We begin with: 

DKf<'INIT:CON 7.1: Let E be a convex space und E' its dual. 

E is a countably quasi-barrelled space if each ~(E', E)-bounded subsE.:t 

of E' which is a countable union of equicontinuous subsets of E' is 

itself equicontinuous. 

(DF)-spaccs and quasi-barrelled spaces are countably quasi

barrelled. 

DEFINITION 7.2: Let E be a convex space and E' its dual. 

E is a countably barrelled space if each ()(~', E)-bounded subset of 

E' which is a countable union of equicontinuous subsets of E' is 

itself equicontinuous. 

Barrelled spaces are countably barrelled. 

It is clear from the above definitions that: 

PROPOSITION 7.1: Every countably barrelled space is countably 

quasi-barrelled. 

The following proposition gives a condition under which the 

converse of Proposition 7.1 is true. 

.l 



PHOPO.SI'I'ION 7. 2: A sequentially-complete convex space is 

countably barrelled if and only if it is countably quasi-barrelled. 

PROOF: Since E is sequentially complete, wenkly bounded 

subsets of E' are strongly bounded. Our proof now follows that of 

Propooition 4 ( [ 16] , § 4). 

A particular case of Proposition 7.2 is the following: 

COIWJ,LARY: A complete convex space is countably barrelled. if 

and only if it is countably quasi-barrelled. 

PROPOSITION 7.3: Let E be a countably barrelled space and 

E', its dual. Then every Cl(E, E')-bounded subset of E is [3(E, E')

bounded, which is equivalent to every u (E', E),..bounded subset of E' 

is [3(E', E)-bounded. 

PROOF: Let ~ and B be w~akly bounrled subsets of E and 

E' respectively, and suppose 	 sup r < x,y > I = ro. Then there 

xcA,ycB 


2exists a sequence yn c B, such that sup < x,y > I > n{ yn} .' 	 nxcA 


for each n. Now nince [ y } is G"'(E', E)-bounded, it is equicontinuous

n 

(because E is countably barrelled) and hence strongly bounded. But 

sup < x,yn > j = ro, which is a contradiction. Thus, 
xcA,n 

sup I <'x,y >I <co and therefore A and B are strongly bounded 
xcA,ycB 

subsets of E and· E', respectively. Q.E.D. 

Another ~seful result is the following. 

PROPOSITION ?.4: Let E be a countably barrelled space and 

E', it dual. Then E'o- is sequentially complete. 
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PROO~: Sec [16] ( § 6, Theorem 5) •. 

Countably barrelled spnces (countably quasi-barrelled spaces) 

ate preserved by continuous almost open linear mappings. We have: 

PROPOS rrron 7. 5: Let E be a countably barrelled (or countably 

quasi-barrelled) space and F any convex space. Let t be a linear, 

continuous and almost open mapping of E onto F. Then F is also 

countably barrelled (or countably quasi-barrelled). 

PROOF: See [16] ( §' 8, Proposition 8). 

COIWI ,L/\.?..Y: Facto1'.s moclulo cloood subspaces of countably 

barrelled (quasi-barrelled) spaces are countably barrelled (quasi

barrelled). 

8. On Semi-reflexive space~ 

Let E be a convex space and let ~(E', E) be the strong 

topology on E' . This is the topology of uniform convergence on the 

bounded subsets of E. We shall call the dual of E' under this 

topolOGY the bidual of E. We shall then call E- semi-reflexive if the 

bidual of E is E itself. 

By <>;ppealing to the Mackey-Arens T'neorem ([15], Chapter 2, § 9, 

Theorem 6), w1~ have the followinc characterizations of semi-reflexive 

spaces. 

For any convex space E, the following assertions 

are equivalent: 

(a) E is semi-reflexive. 

(b) Every ~(E', E)-~continuous linear form on E' is 
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J. f r.-(~· ")con;.;innous ·or v :.. , :_. • 

(c) is barrelled i.e. on E', ~(E', E) = µ(E', E). 

(d) Every bounded subset of is relatively Q' (E, E' )-compact. 

(c) E is quasi-complete under <r (E, E'). 

PrtOOF: See [38] (Chapter IV, 5.5). 

Another characteriz:ition and one which we shall often refer to 

in a later chapter, is the following: 

E l~ •Le t E b e a convex space. If is 
u u 

separable, then E is semi-relexive if and only if is sequentially
u 

complete. 

PROOF: T'ne necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, let B 

be a bounded, weakly closed set in E. T'ncn B is an equicont:inuous 

subset of CS' (E 1 1 , E' )-me trisable (because 

is se1Ku-able) and the (j (E' 1
, E' )-clo~ure of B is a compact metrisablc 

space (Proposition 2.8). If { x J is a Cauchy net in B for v ... , ,,... ("' E'), 
0:. 

f3 I
then the1·e exists a z c E' such that z is the limit of the Cauchy

u 

n~t f x } • Ry metriGabili ty, z is the lirni t of a Cauchy sequence (in
0:. 

the <:i' (E' ', E' )-topoJ.ocy which iG the snm2 as the <i(E, E' )-to;;olocy on 

B) in B and ,by DeCJHC:ntiEJ.J. comolctcness, z c B. 'I'hus B in weakly 

compact and hence E is semireflexive (Theorem 8.1 (d)). Q.E.D. 
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1. a.-snaces 

Sequentially closed sets are not in senet~l closed. However, i~ 

the case of first countnhle spaces, sequentially closed sets are closed. 

In particular, mctrisable spaces hnve this property. In this section 

we shall concern ourselves with a class of convex spaces whose weak 

duals are such that every sequentially closed subspace is closed. On 

these spaces, we prove closed graph &nd open mappint:; theorems. 

DF.l<,INITION 1.1: A convex space is called an cr.-space if in 

its weak dual, every sequentially closed subspace is closed. 

The requirement of being an a-space depends only on the dual 

system and so, if E is an a-space, then E is an a.-space for any
u v 

locally convex topology v such that CJ'"(E,E') c v c l:'(E,E'). 

Exampl0s of a-spaces are in abundnnce. The dunl T'J!, I of a metrisable 
u 


convox s:p.:1co E is a a.-3paco in all locally convex topologies v such 

u 

~1..ht:tt v(E' ,· E)c v c "t"(E' t E). If l'.. is a quasi-M-barrelled space
u 

-([25], § 3) and E'~ possess a count~hlc fundnr.iental family of bounded 
u 

sets, then E' is an a.-space for any locally convex topology v such that 
u 

u (E', 1'~) c v c 't(E 1 , E), bccc;.usc Er is metrisable. E = R( N ) , 
w 

the apace of all finite sequences, with the finest locally convex 

27 
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topoloGy w, is an o.-spncc. For E' =RN, the countable product of 
w 

the reals and RN with c>(E', E ) is. metrisable ( [15], Chapter 6 § 1). 
w w 

If E is a convex space with a countable fundamental family of convex 

compact sets, then E is an a-space. A semi-reflexive (DF)-space 

([23], Chapter 6, § 29) in an cx.-space. 

Suppo~;e that }~ is a reflexive Bnnnch space which is not 
u 

GC}nr.:i.bJ.0. Let v be the topolor;.v of uniform converr,cnco on Gcpnrnble 

bounded GUbf;cts of the s tronr; dunl Then }.; is a Demi-reflexive 
v 

(DF)-:;prlcC' ([23], Chnptcr 6, § 29) und therefore an cx.-sp..-:i.co. 

Let. E nnd }' be convex spaces and t a linear mn.ppinc of 

F. I.ct t' be the tr.:uwpo::>e of the linear mappin(j. t•-1 (E•) 

is the vector sub.space of }'' formed by thqsc y' in F' for which 

the linear functional: x~ < t(x), y' > :i.o continuous on E. 
Let }~'CT' be the point ~set J~' cndov1ed w:i.th the topolocy cr(E', E). 

We have the following·property of t•-1 (E'). 

PHOPOSI'l.'ION l, l: If E i.s a. convex space Emch that E' <r 

is sequen tially complete, then t ,-l(E') is sequentially closed in F' c; • 

PHOOF: Since t I: F 1-E• is continuous with respect to 

~(F' , F) and c:r (E* E), t•-1 (E') is Gequcntially closed. Q.E.D.
' 

COROLLARY l: If E is a countably barrelled space, then tv-1(E').· 

is sequentially closed. 

PROOF: Since E is countably barrelled space, E'~ is 

sequentially complete (Chapter I, Proposition 7.~-) and so sequentially 

closecl in \f (E* ,E). 
Q.E.D. 

http:cx.-sp..-:i.co
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COHOLtARY 2: If E is a barrelled space, then t•-1(E') is 

sequentially closed. 

PROOF: Since barrelled spaces are countably barrelled (Chapter I, 

§ ?), our proof follows as before. Q.E.D. 

TIU:ORT<::M 1.1: Let E be a Mackey space such that E' a- is 

sequentially complete. Let F. be an a-space. If t is a. linear 

mapping of E into Ji', whose graph is closed in Ex F, then t is 

continuous. 

PROOF': Since the graph of t is closed, t•-1 (E') is dense 

in pt<i (Chapter I, Proposition l+.l). Further, since E' <r is 

sequentially complete, t•-1(E 1 ) is sequentially closed, by Proposition 1.1. 

F is an a-space and therefore t'-
1 
(E'):: F'.

. 
t is therefore weakly 

continuous but since E is a Mackey space, it is continuous (Chapter I, 
) 

Proposition 2.9). Q.E.D. 

REMAHK 1. l: If in the above theorem, t is almost continous, 

the requirement that E be a Mc1.ckcy space is not necessary, for then 

weak continuity implies ~ontinuity. 

A linear mapping of a countably barrelled Mackey 

space E ipto an a-space F, whose graph is closed in E x F is 

continuous. 

COI?OLLAHY 2: A linear mapping of a barrelled space E into an 

et-space F, whoce r;raph is closed in E x F, is continuous. 

PHOPO.SJ.TION 1.2: If there is n continuous open linear mnppinc 

E onto n convex spn~c F , then F is also an 

a-space. 

t 
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PROOF: Since t is onto, the transpose t': F'a-____,.E•"" 

is one··to-onc anrl therefore a homeomorphism into (Chapter I, Proposition 2.6~ 

Corollary (ii)). Let Q be a sequentially closed subspace in F'~. 

Then t'(Q) iG f.:;cqucnt.:i.nlly cJ.or>cd in t'(F'). Since t io open, 

t'(F') is closed in E'IT' (Chapter I, Proposition 2.6) and so t'(Q) 

is sequentially closed in E'~ Since E is an a-space, t'(Q) is 

closed in E' G"' and so Q is closed in F' rr Thus F is an 

Q.E. D. 

COROLLA HY: The factors modulo closed sub.spaces of «-opncoo---· 
are nls:.> c.<.-spa.ces. 

We thuo hnvc the followinc open mapping theorem: 

'l'lli•XnEM 1.?.: Let l~ bo an a-spnce. Let F be a Mnckcy space 

such th:tt F' <i" is .sequentially complete. If t is a l:i.nenr rn~tpp:i.ng 

I 
of E onto F, whose grnr.ih is closed in E x F, t is open. 

1PHCOJi': Since the eraph of t is closed, t- (o) is a closed 

subspace of F (Chapter·.r, Co~ollary to Proposition 4.1) and so 

11']/t- (o) under the quotient topology is separntcd. Then .,.,c can write 

1t = s€>1c, where k is the canonicnl mapping of E onto E/t- (0) and 

s is a one-to-one mapping of E/t-1 (o) onto F. Since the graph of 

s is closed (Chapter I, Proposition 4.2 (c)), the graph of s -1 is 

-1 
E/t··le ) also closed. s maps F onto 0 , which, by the above corollary,. 

is an a.-sp::i.ce. Therefore by theorem 1.1, s -1 is continuous. Thus s, 

and so also t, are open. Q.E.D. 

RB/{1\HK 1. 2 : If in the n.bove theorem, t is almost open, the 

-1
requircmr:nt thci.t F be a ~:ackey space is not necessary, for then, s is 

almost continuous and our result follows by Rewark 1.1. 

http:a.-sp::i.ce
http:rn~tpp:i.ng
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A linear mnppine of an a.-opncc E onto a bo.rrcllod 

space F whose i:;raph is clooed in E x F, is open.' 

J,ot J~ nnd F be convex spaces und t n linc:o.r 

mappine of E into F'• If t is almost continuoua, then 

is nlmost closed in F'~ (Chapter I, Lemmo. 5.1). Also if the craph 

of t ia cloao<l in Bx F, t'-l(E') is dcnao in F'r (Chnptor I, 

Proponition Lt.1). 'l'llcroforc the corollnricG to Thooi-01:10 l.l nnd 1.2 uru 

also true for spa.coo more ccncral than a.-spncc.s; namely the clnss of 

convex spo.cos whose weak duals arc such that every almost closed, sequentially 

closed, dense subspace is closed and hence coincides with the weak dual. 

PHOPOSITION 1.2= A closed subspace M of an a.-spaCt"l E is an 

u-spacc. 

PHOOF': Let Q be a weakly sequentially closed subspace of the 

dual ~~I = E'/M0 
of M. 

If cp denotes the .canonical mappinc of E'----4' E'/M
0 

contjnuous 

with respect to U' (E', E) and IS'" (E '/11°, H), then 

weakly sequentially closed subspace of the dual E' of E. Since E is 

an a.-space, is cr"(E', E)-closed. Hence Q is () ,(E'jl-:0 
, M)

closed and ~:;o H is an a.-space~ Q.E.D. 

Let E' I be the bidual of With respect to the dual pair 

E' and E' I , le.t G"'(E', E'') and r: (E'' E' I) be the weo.k and 

Mackey top'.)lOGies on E' I respectively. 

If E is a non-reflexive Banach spnce such that 

is sequentially com:plete C.such for example is -! 1 , \':ithE Cl(£, E 1
) . 

}~I a-( EI ' EI I ) 
tlw usua.1 norm topo1or,y ) , t 1wn '• is not an a.-sp~ce and so 
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7:(t'f Tj'lt)
J+~' .._J , J'.I 7:(E 1 E' 1 )is not an a-space. But sinc0 E' ' is a. Ri.nuch 

spa.cc, E' is B-cor.rplete under 1: (E' ,E' '). Thus B-complete spaces 

nre not in general o:.··Sp.:?..ceo. 

If Eu = J, (N), the space of all real sequences
1 

m 

x (n .2: 1) such that ~ I x I <m, where u is the metric topology


n n=l n 


induced from RN (the countable product of reals), E is not complete

u 


([15], Chapter 7, §6, Example 3) and so not B-complcte. But E' = R(N), 

u 


the o f f in1. "t sequences, 1 ~ ('1·~·, D norm
space a 11 e w1ere ...... . "') is the topology 

defined by the norm: JI x JI = sup I x I • Furthermore, it is known that 
n 


'I: ' 
E' = E and 0-(E, E') = u = 't (E, E') and so E _is an a.-space.
u u 

Thus o:.-spaces are not in r;eneral B-comp1ete. 

The next two propositions give us the particular cases when a B-complete 

space is a a.-spacc and.when an a.-spacc is B-complete. 

PHOPO.STTIOf~: A scparnblc B-complote space is an et-space. 

Pl~OOJi': Suppor->e Q is a sequentially closed subapucc in E'<T" • 
u 

Let U be any neiGhbourhood of the oricin in E • Since E is separable,
u u 

u0 is we.·lkly metri.su.ble (Chapter I, Propocition 2.8). Thus QI\ u0 is 

weakly closed in uo. Since uo is u (}~', E)-compact, Q (\ uo 

also closerl in }~' fj But since E is B-complete, Q is u(E', E)u • u 

closed. 

DEFINITION 1.1: A convex sp~ce E is said to be sequentially 

barrelled if every sequence in E' which is Ci (E' ,E)-convergent to zero is 
equicontinuous. 

Since the tranGlation of an cquicontinuous set is equic:ontinuous, 

E 1E is sequen tinJ.ly barrelled if .:;.nd only if every sequence iu which 

is v(E' ,E)-convergent ia cquicontinuouo. 
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Sequentially barrelled spac· s nre due to J. H. Webb [42]. They 

are mo;·e general thnn barrelled spo.ces ( [ 1+2], § 5). Mackey spaces with 

sequentially complete weak duals are sequentially barrelled ([lt2], § 4, 

Proposition 4.2). 

The following proposition is due to Webb [1+2] ( f 4, Corolla.ry 4.14). 

PROPOSITION l."5: An a-space E which is sequ6ntially barrelled 
u 

is B-complcte. 

PHOOF: Supponc Q is a suhspncc in E' a such th:tt Q (\ uo 
u 

,,is ~ (E', E)-closcd for each ncit;hbourhoocl u of the origin in 1, . 
·u 

Let { x } be a sequence of points of Q such that x~ x weakly.
n n 

Since E is ncquentially barrelled, there exists a nei[;hbourhood U 
u 

of the orir,in in J~ such that {x J {-: uo By hypothesis, uo is•u n Q " 

clm.;ed in E' IT" and t\lCrcforc x c Q i.e. Q is sequentially cloccd. 
u 

E is an a-space and so Q is Ci(E', E)-closed. Q.E.D.
u 

COHOLLAHY 1: An a-space which is countably barrelled is 

B-complete. 

PROOF: Since countably barrelled spaces are sequentially 

barrelled our proof follows as before. 

Let· E be a convex sp.J.ce. We shall denote by f3* (E, E'), the 
u 

topology on E of uniform convergence on f3(E'., E)-bounded sets of E' • 

Whenever E(j* )..s complete, is sequentially barrelled ([43], 

Theorem 3.1). This enables us to establish that sequentially barrelled 

spaces are more general than countably barrelled spaces. 

Let E = c. , with the usual norm topology.
u 0 

Since E is quaai-barrellcd, u = f3*0~, E'). Further, since E u u 

http:Corolla.ry


is complete, E' t: is sequentially hQrrelled ([43], Theo~em 3.1).
u 

However, since Ecr is not sequentially complete, E'~ is not co~ntably
u 

barrelled (Chapter I, Proposition 7.4). 

COROLLARY 2: An ~-space which is barrelled, is B-complete. 

PROOF: Since barrelled spaces are ·countably barrelled (Chapter I, 

~ 7) our proof follows as before. Q.E. D. 

Th6 factors modulo closed subspaces of sequentially barrelled spaces 

are also sequentially barrelled spaces. This folloHs from the following 

proposition. 

PROPOSITION 1.6: If there is a continuous, almost open linear 

mappint; t of a sequcntiully barrelled space E onto a convex spnce
U· 

F, then F is sequentially barrelled. 

PHOOF: Since it iA continuous, the transpose t' maps F' 

into E' and is continuous with respect to ct (F', F) and 0-(E', E). 

Let {x } be a sequence of points of F' such that x---+ x weakly.
n n 

Then {t•(x )} is convergent in E'r Since E is sequenti.'allyn u • u 

barrelled, {t• (x )} C. u0 for some neighbourhood U of the orie;in in 
n 

E • Thus 
u 

(t(U)) 0 
• 

Since t is almost open, [ x J is equicontinuous and therefore F 
n 

is sequentially barrelled. Q.E. D. 

~F'IIU 'I'~O'.'l 1. 2: denote the class of all sequentially 

b:wrelled '-'i.JO.C•)B. A convex cpn.co E is snid to be n . B( J'l- ~ d )-f;J.nC<> 
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:if, for each convex space F in li.3 , a linear, continuous and 

almost open mappinG of E onto F is open. 

In view of Prop;.1sitio:u 1.6, a sequentially barrelled B(J<y· :J )

.space in B-corr.plet:~(Crwptcr I, Theorem 6.3). Thus H followEJ from 

Propocitio:u l.h that: 

PJWPOSI'l'ION 1. 2.: A separable, sequentially barrelled 

nc.&iv· :J )-sp~ice is an a-spncc. 

To obtnin a ch:u-.'.J.ctcr1zntion of c~-n1nccs, we consider now the 

more r~'ntdcb'd cln:;r:; ~ of nU brtrrdJ.r·d [qmcon. J1nrrnl10d B(:l )

apncc.::i nre B-complcte (Chapter I, 0oro11nry to '1'rwornm 6.3). Since 

bnrrcllcd Gpacco are Mackey spaces ho.vine sequentially complute weak duala 9 

we have the following: 

THEOREM 1 • .2.: Let E be a <>cpnrt:lble barrelled -::;p'.1ce. 'l'hcn 

E iD an a.-t;pacc if and only :if for each Mackey spncc F with a 

sequentially complete weak dual, a linear mapping of E onto F, whose 

graph is closed in E x F, is open. 

PHOOF: This follows from Theorem 1.2 and the remarks above. Q.E.D. 

In this section, we chaJl concern ourselves with a class of 

convex spaces whose weak duals are such that every subspace that contains 

the limit points of its bounded subsets is closed. TI1ese were first 

introduced by V. L. Lev:in [26]. More recently, A. Persson [30] and 

A. McIntosh [28] have also dealt with sueh spD.ccs. 



DEFINI'L'ION 2 .1: A convex space is called a ~ -sp=i.ce if in 

its weak dual every subspace contain:i.ne the 1ir.iit points bf its bounded 

subsets is cloned or equivalently if in its weak dual every subspace 

which intersects every closed bounded set in a closed set is closed. 

It follows immediately that a-spaces and B-complete spaces 

are ){ -spaces. 

¥ -spaces are more general than a-spaces. This follows from 

Example 1.1. However \·le have: 

A ¥ -space E which is P(E, E' )
u 

separable, is an a-space. 

PROOF: Let B be an absolutely convex 0-(E', E)-bounded
u 

subset of E' Since E' c. 1."'I and E is P(E, E')-separa"'nJe, theu· u .u(3 

restriction of u (E~+ E) to I3 is rr.etrisable. Hence <S(E' E)
u' 

is metl:'isablP. on eve:ry ak-;olutely convex c#(E', E)-bou::lcled subs<Z:t of 
u 

E' . 'l'hus every sequentially cJ.osed subspace of E' O inter3ects every
u 

closed bounded set in a closed set; E is a r-space and 60 every
'll 

·sequentially closed space of E 1 <:r is closed Q.E.D.u • 

Dl~FINITION 2.2: A subspace in the weak dual of a convex space 

is called boundcdly closed if it intersects every closed bounded set in 

a clor.ccl act. 

A more satisfactory result relating ~ -spaces and a-spaces is: 

'I'JIEo:mM ? • 1: A convex space E ia an a-space if and only 

if 

(b) every ncqucntinJ.ly cloccd Gubsp~cc of E' r can be 

strictly separated from ony outoide point by mcnns of n 

boundcclJy clo.scd hypcr;)Jrrnc. 

http:ncqucntinJ.ly
http:contain:i.ne
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PROOF: TI1e necessity •f condition (a) is obvious. Acsume 

now that condition (b) is not satisfied. TI!en there exists in E' <r 

a sequentially closed subspace Q and f / Q, such that Q cannot be 

stdctly separated from f by means of a boundedly closed hyperplane. 

Since E is a l( -apace, this implies that Q cannot be strictly 

separated from f by means of a weakly closed hyperplane. By the Hahn-

Banach theorem, this implies that Q is not weakly closed. Thus E 

is not an a-space. 

Conversely, assume now that we have (a) and (b) and let Q be 

an arbitrary sequentially closed su})space of E' <i • Consider an arbitrary 

f c E' such that f / Q. Then by (b), there exists a boundedly closed 

hyperplane H in E' which strictly separates Q from f. By (a), 

'H is weakly closed. Thus Q can be strictly separated from any f I Q 

by means of a weakly c\osed hyperplane, whence Q itself is weakly closed. 

Thus E is an a-spnce. Q.E.D. 

¥ -spaces are also more general than B-complete spaces. This 

is indicated in the following examples. 

EXAl·fPl.1--;; 2. 1: Let E be a metrisable convex space which is 

not barrelled (such for example is the s~ace of all finite 

sequences, (x ), with the norm topolo~y defined by n x u = sup Ix I ) • 
n n 

T'nen E'-c is an a-space and so a ~-space, but since E'~ is not 

complete, it fails to be B-complete. 

EXAMPLE 2.?..: Let E be any infinite dimensional metrjsable 

convex space. Then E• rr is an a-space and therefore a o -space. 

But since is never complete ( [38] Chapter IV, § 6), it is not 

B-complcte. 



Example 1. 2 is yet another example of a 't -space which is not 

B-complete. However, it is clear that: 

PROPOSITION 2.2: A t -space which is barrelled is 


B-complcte. 


On 't ··spaces 1 the closed graph and open mapping theorems 


generalise. \le now prove these theorem.s. 


THEOREM 2.2: Let E be a barrelled space and F a ¥ -space. 

If t is a linear mapping of E into F, whose graph is closed in 

E x F, then t is continuous. 

PROOF: Let D[t'] = t•-1(E'). D[t'] n B is a bounded.subset 

in F' ~ for every bounded subset B in F'" • Now, since t': F'--t E"' 

is continuous with respect to u(F', F) and cs- (E*, E),, t'(D[t']I\ B) 

is a bounded subset in 
·'-' ' 13 in"''u for each closed bounded subset 


F' tr. E is barrelled\ and so 


0t' (D[ t 'J (\ B) c u

for some neighbourhood U of the origin in E. Now since U0 
is 


compact in E 1 rr (Chapter I, Theorem 2.1), u0 is weakly closed in 


and so 
 is closed in F'a- • 


But D[ t '] A B ~ t'-l(Uo) 


... ... and so D[ t I] (\ B £ t'-l(Uo) c D[ t I J • 

Hence D[ t I J (\ 13 c D[tJ]f\ 13£ D[ t I J ('\ B 

and therefore D[ t '] (\ B is closed in F' <I . Since the eraph of t 

in closed in E x F, t ,-l(E') is den.:;e in F' <r (Chapter I, P~"Oponitio:n 4.1). 

Since F is a l) -space, t•-1 (E') is closed in F'cr- and therefore 
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t•- (E') = F'. Thus t is weakly continuous. But E is a barrelled 


space and therefore a ?bckey space and so t is continuous (Chapter I, 


Propostion 2.9). Q.E.D. 


Since factors modulo cloE;ed subspaces of 't -spaces are al::;o 


~-spaces ([30], Lemma 1), we have the following open mapping theorem. 


THEOHEM 2.}: Let E be a ¥ -space and F a barrelled space. 

If t is a linear mapping of E onto F, whose graph is closed in Ex F, 

then t is open. 

PROOF: This is similar to that of Theorem 1.2. 

It appears worthwhile, at this stage, to inveGtigate, bri0fly, 

closed graph and open mapping theorems for more general linear mappings. 

We could, for instance consider dense linear mappings. 

Let E and F be two convex spaces. Let t be a linear 

mapping defined on a subspace D[ t] of E with range R[t] = t(D[ t]) 

in F. We call t dense if D[t] is dense in E. As before, D[t'] 

denotes the set of all y' c F' such that t'(y') c E' • R[ t '] = t' (D[ t I J). 

The set of all pairs (x, t(x)) c E x F, where x c D[ t], is 

called the graph G( t) of t. Let GW be the closure of G(t) in 

E x.F. t is said to be closoable if and only if Co, y) c GTIT implies 

y = 0 or equivalently if G(t") is the graph of a linear mapping. 

PROPOSITION 2.,.2.: Let E and F be convex sp~ces. Let t 

be a dense linear mappinG of E into F. Tnen t is closeable in 

Ex F if and only if D[t'] is dense in F' 

PROOF: A proof may be found in [24] ( f 5, (3)). 
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Thcoi·em 2.2 and Propor.d.tion 2.3 r;ive us: 

TIIF.OHEM 2 .i: Let E be a barrelled space and F a 

~ -space. Let t be a dense linear ffiapping of E into F, closeable 

in E x F. Then t is continuous. 

We now note the following definitions and results due to 

Kothe [24]. 

Let D[ t] C E have the induced topology. Let U ={uJ be 
u 

the filter of all nciGhbourhoods of the origin in D[t] for the induced 

topoJogy. The images t(U) for nll U's generates a filter t(U) in 

F. The set of all adherent points of t(U) in F is a closed subspace
v 

given by: S[ t] = (\ t(U), where t(U) is the closure of t(U) in 
Uc 'U. 

F • v 


Let 'lf' = ( \,d be the neie;hb01..irhood filter of the origin in 


F. The inverse images t-1 Cv) C D[t] for all V's e;enerates a 
v 

filter t-l(V") in D[ t]. '111C set of adherunt points of C 1 CV') in 

D[ t] is a closed subspace in D[t] given by: 

wh~re t-1(V) is the closure of t-1(V) in D[t]. 

Let N[t] be the kernel of t.· If t is continuous, it is 

clear that · N[ t] = K[ t]. Let N[ t] be the closure of N[ t] in D[ t]. 

t :i.a said to be weakly sin5ular if K[t] =N[t]. Since K[t] = t-1(S[t]) 

([24], § 2, (5)), all clo::wable lincc:i.r muppings are weakly singular. 
v .... v 
t js called an extension of t if D[ t] C D[ t] C E, R[ t] C F and 

t = t on D[ t]. A linear map~):i ng is called a maximal mappingl) if 
v ... 

every extension t of t, with t' = t', coincides with t. 

l) Kotr10 :in [?.If] cans such m~ppin.:~s m'.:lxinial transfon::n lion<;, 
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Let E and F be convex spaces. Let t 

be a dense, muxirnal rr.apping of E into F. Then the CT"(E', E)

closure of R [t •] is C1" (E', D[t ])-closed. 

PROOF: See (24] ( § 7, ( 8)). 

We are now in a position to prove an open ma:pping theorem for 

dense weakly sine;ular maximal mappings. 

THEO~EM 2.5: Let E be a ¥ ~space and F a barrelled 

space. Let t be a dense, weakly singular maximal mapping of E onto 

1'""'. Then t is open. 

PROOF: We must show that R[t •] is O-(E 1 , D[t ] )-closed 

((24], § 9). R[t'] (\ B is a bounded subset in E'a- for every bounded 

subset B in E'rr. Since t maps E onto F,. t I 
-1 

: R[t' ]---+ F' 

is continuous with respect to 0-(E', D[t]) and <T"(F', F) ([24], § 6, (8)). 

_, - c-
Thus t' --(R[t'] {) B) 

) 
is a bo'J.n:led subset in F' for each closed 

bounded subset B in E' rr. Since F is barrelled, 

for sorne neighbourhood V of the origin in F. 

Thus, 

R[t•] f\ BC t'(V
0 

(\ D[t'J) 

= (t-1 (V)) 0 ((24], § 5, (9)). 

0- (B', E)-clo:;cd. 'lhcroforc 

R[t•]() BC t 1 (V 0 11 D(t•J.) 

C t 1 (D[t'] ) 

=R[t'] • 
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Hence R[t']f\ BC. R[t'] f\B C R[t']() B and therefore R[t']f'\ B 

is <r" (E', E)-closed. Since E is a r -space, R[ t '] is <l (E',. E)

closed. Furthcr,sir.ce t ismaximal, R[t'] isalso o(E',D[t])

closed by P-.i,."OlJOGi ti02:1 2.1~. Q.E.D. 

COROLI,ARY: Let E be an a.-space and F a barrelled space. 

Let t be as in the theorem. Then t is open • 

PROOF: . Since a.-spaces arc 't -spaces, this is an immediate 

consequence of the theorem. Q.E.D. 

3. a-spaces 

A convex space is said to be quasi-complete if every c:::.osc<l 

bounded set is complete. 

DEFINITION.).~: A convex space is called a o-space if in 

its weak dual every quasi-complete subspace is closed. 

It follows immediately from the definition that a.-spaces, 

B-complete spaces and ¥-spaces are 6-spaces. 

Example 1.1 shows that 6-spaces are more general than a.-spaces. 

However, we have: 

PROPOSITION 3.\: A 6-spnce E with sequentially complete 

weak dual and separable in P(E, E'), is an a.-space. 

PROOF: We must show that every sequentially closed subspace 

Q of E'er is cloGed. Since is separable, it follows from the 

proof of P:i:•o1;osition 2.1 that Q intersects every closed bounded set in 

E' G"" in a closed metrisnble net. Now since E' ~ is sequentially 

http:Furthcr,sir.ce
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complete, it follows t~1t Q is quasi-complete. E is a 6-space and 

so Q is closed in E' a-. Q.E. D. 

Examples 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2 all show that 6-spRces are not in 

general complete and so may fail to be B-complete. However, it is clear 

that 6-spaces that are also barrelled are B-complete. 

PROPOSITION 3!.2: A 6-space E· which is barrelled in its 

Mackey topoloey is a '(-space. 

PROOF: Let Q be a boundedly closed subspace in E' 0 

(see Definition 2.2). Since E -i: is barrelled, E'~ is quasi-complete 

and so Q is quasi-cor.1pl0te. Now since E is a 6-space, this implies 

that Q is weakly closed. Thus E is a t -space. Q.E.D. 

A further result that relates '(-spaces and 6-spaces is 

provided in: 

THEOREM 3.1: A convex space E is a ¥ -space if and 

only if (a) E is a 6"'.'space 

(b) 	 every boundedly clo.sed subspace of E' 0 can be strictly 

separated from any outside point by means of a quasi-

complete hyperplane. 

PROOF: This is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. 


We have the following closed graph theorem on 6-sp::i.ces. 


TH:COirnM 3. 2 : Let E be a barrelled space and F a 
u v 

6-space. Let t be a linear mapping of E into F, whose graph is 

closed in E x F • If t is almost open from E into Fl:' , t is 
u v 	 u 

continuous. 



PROOF: Let D[t'] = t•-1 (E'). Followin13 the proof of 
u 

Theorem 2.2.we observe that D[t'] I\ B is <l(F', F)-closed for each 

closed bounded subset B in F' ~ and 
v 

= (t(U))
0 for some neir;hbourhood U of the . 

oriein in E • u 

Since t is almost open from E into F;:: ( t(U) ) 9 is G'""(F'' E')
u 

compact and so D[ t I J I) B is com1v.1ct in F' v rr • Thus D[ t '] is 

quasi-complete in F' er Since the graph of t is clor,ed in E x F 
v u v 

and F is a 6-space, t•-1(E') = F'. t is therefore weakly continuous 
v u v 

but since E is a barrelled space and so a Mackey space, t is 
u 

continuot<s. Q.E.• D. 

REM/WK 3.1: )The above theorem is also true if .F is such 
v 

that in its weal~ dual, every almost closed, dense qun.si-corr.plete subspace 

is closed. 

REMAHK 3.2: If, in the above theorem, F is barrelled in 

its ~~ckey topology, the almost openness condition imposed on t may be 

relnxed, for then, F is a ~-space (Proposition 3.2) and our result v 

follb;1s from 'I'heorom 2. 2. 

PROPOSI'l'IC!'T 3.3: Let E be a 5-space and Ma closed 

subspace of E. Then E/M is a 5-space. 

PROOF: It is well known that (E/M)' = H0 
, with E/M 

having the quotient topolocy. Let Q, endowed with thP. wE:nk topolo,-:;y 

o (M0 
, E/M), be a riuasi-complete subspace of 11°. Since u (B', E) 

coincides \•Ii th <r (11°, E/M) on Q can be rei;arded as a quc,si



complete subspace of 	 E l a- . Since E is a b-sprtce, Q is closed 
0 .,oin and so v (M 1 E/!l)-clo.sed in J'l • Thus E/M is a o-space. Q.E.D. 

We therefore have the 	following open mapping theorem. 

Theol'em 3 .. 3: Let 	 E be a 6-space and F a barrelled space!'u v 

Let t be a linear mapping of E onto F ' whose graph is closed in
u v 
E x F If t is almost continuous from Ei: onto F· t is open.u v· v• 

Every o-space is a B( j )-space, where :; is the class of all 

barrelled spaces (Chapter I, Proposition 6.5). Conversely we have: 

PROPOSITIO~ 3.4: A B( J )-spD.ce E which is also a Mackey 

space is a 6-space. 

PROCF: We must show that every quasi-complete subsp;:ice Q 

of E'r is closed. Since Q contains the li~it points of all its 

r.bounded subsets, ''I'. (\ 
) 

uo is r(E', E)-closed, for each neighbourhood 

u of the ori~in in E. Now, every bounded subset of Q is contained 

in a complete convex bounded set (its closed convex envelope). Since 

E is a Mackey spRce, it follm·:s that every bounded subset of Q is 

equ:i.continuous. Thus Q is boundedly complete (Chapter I, Definition 6.2). 

E is a B( !1 )-space and so Q is closed. (Chapter I 
1 

Theorem 6.1). Q.E. 

In .[40] 1 Sulley observed that there is a Banach space E and 
u 

a <i° (E', E). ·dense subspace M of its dual E' with the property thatu' 

EI'!'' v l') is not a ¥-space. This implies that E is alsoU \.u 1 'i &:(F.t M) 

not n ¥ -space. However, since -i: Cs, M) is coarser than u, E r:(E
I 

M) 

is a B( :J )--space and therefore by P!•opo.<Jit:ton 3:4, a b-space. Thus 

6-spaces are more general tlmn }( -:..., ?ace. 
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Proposition 3. l1 also enables us to give the following partial 

converse of T'neorcm 3e3• 

Tl-IEOI?EM 3. 4: Let E be a Mackey space. Then E is a 6-space 

if every linear mapping of E onto a barrelled space, with closed graph, 

is open. 

PIWOF: If t is a continuous linear mapping of E onto a 

barrelled space F, the grciph of t is closed ·in E x F. Thus t is 

open by assumption. This shows that E is a B( :1 )-space. Since E is 

a Mackey space, it follows from Pro::;.<ndtion 3.4 tht1t E is also a 6-s:pace. Q.E. 

Another characterization of 6-spaces is provided by: 

THEOREM 3. 5: A convex space E is a 6~space if and only if 

(a) 	 E is a B( ~)-space 

(b) 	 every c~uasi-complete subspace of E' <r can bz strictly 

separated from any outside point by means of a boundedJ.y 

complete hyperplane. 

PROOF: This is similar to that of T'neo:rom 2J. • 



CHAPTEH III 

B (t- )--SPACES
-r 

The present chapter is devoted to some closed graph theorems on 

B ('&.. )-spnces. For the most part, we shall consider the cases when -(,. 
r 

is 'ltl, the class of nll convex metrisable spaces; 

n the class of all normed SJA":lCeS; 

a the class of all barrelled spaces; 

J. ;J the class of all separable barrelled spaces 

.., ~ }and 1- the class of all convex ~rec1et spaces. 

1. Some general properties 

While most of the :results in this section are preparatory, some 

are of interest in themselves. We beein with: 

PROPOSITION 1.1: If there exists a continuous, almost open 

linear mappina of a metrisable convex space onto a convex space F, 

then F is metrisablc. 

PROOF_: Let t be a continuous, almost open linear mapping 

of a m•:)trisablc convex sp<i.ce E c:-ito F. Let {un} be a countable 
. 

base of absolutely convex neighbourhoods of the origin in E and l~t 

{ V} be a base of closed, absolutely convex neighbourhoods of the 

origin 	in F. Since t is continuous, for each V c { V } there 

such that U. f. t-
1(V). Further, since t is 

1 
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nlmo::;t open, for ('CJ.Ch ui c {Un } there exir; ts a W. c [ V J ouch 
l. 

thnt w. c t1D Now. Aincc V is closed we hAvc:
l. 1. 

'11hu::> I•' lw.G o. countnblc b~wc of ne:i.ghbourhoo,1:; of the o:riein. .Sinco 

F is assumPd separated, it is mctrisable ([35], Chapter I,§ l+, Theorem 4). Q.E. 

We now hnve: 

PROPOSITION 1. ?.: Every metrisable convex space which is a 

B('m.)-space (Br(r!V)-space) is B-complete (Br-complete). 

PHOOF: This follows from Proposition 1.1 above and Theorem 6.3. 

(Chapter I). 

It follows therefore that in the class of convex spaces, metrisable 

B(m )-spaces (B (rm )-spaces) arc n( :J )-spaces (D (:!-)-spaces). Conversely
r r 

we have: 

PROPOSITION 1.3: Every sequentially barrelled B(;J )-space 

(B (d- )-spnce) is a B('m-)-space (B (7n..)-sp:.:i.ce).
r r 

PROOF: Let E be a sequentially barrelled B(~ )-space and 

F a convex metrisable spqce! If t is a continuous, almost open 

linear mnpping of E onto F, F is sequentially barrelled (Ch~pter II, 

Proposition 1.6). Thus every c>(F', F)-bounded subset of F' is 

P(F', F)-boundcd ([42], Proposition 4.1). Since metrisuble convex spaces 

are quasi-barrelled, F is barrelled. But then E being a B(a )-space, 

it follows th1:1.t t is open, and there:'ore E is a B(%)-space. 

The statement about B ('n'l..)-suaces r follows in a similar way. Q.E.D.~ 

http:7n..)-sp:.:i.ce


COROLL/\RY: Every count \bly barrelled !3( 3 )-space (B (~)-space)r . 

is a B('fil, )-s1nace (B (mi )-sn:Jce).r • 

PROOF: This follows from the fact that countably barrelled 

spacen are sequentially barrelled. Q.E. D. 

Normed spaces are metrisable and therefore B(?n-)-spaces 

(Br (7/Z.)-spaces) are B(rz, )-spaces (Br ('n, )-spaces) (Chapter I, Proposition 6.2). 

A condition under which B(72..)-spaces (B (?l.)-spaccs)are B(17i)-spaces
r 

(B (?Tl, )-.spaces) relics upon the follov1ine lemma. 
r 

LEMI11\. 1.1: Let E be a (Dl")-spncc and F a metrisable convex 

space. If there exists a continuous, almost open linear mapping t of 

E into F then F is normci.ble.' 

PROO"F': Let {vi} be a sequence of b~sic ncighbourhaols of 

the origin in F. Sil\Ce t is continuous, for any there existsv.'l. 

a neichhourhood u. of the oriGin in E such that t(U.) £ V.• We 
1 l. l. 

therefore have a sequence fu.} of neighbourhoods of the orisil'1 in 
. l. 

E. Since E is a (DF)-spa.ce, there exists a convex neighbourhood U of the 

origin which is absorbed )y all u. ( [9], Page 167) i.e. for each i 
l. 

there is a aon-zero Ai £ I[. for which A.U.2 U. Thus, we have 
1 1 

t(U) ~ A.. t(U.) £ A.. V. for all i and so t(U) is bounded. Further,
J.. ). l. ). 

since t is almost open, t(u) is a bounded neighbourhood of the orit;in 

in F. Boundedness of t(U) implies that F is normable ([35], Chapter III, 

f 1, Tneorem 1 )'. Q.E. D. 

Rm-~fl.HK 1. 1 : In the pc:i.rticular case when :F: is a normed 

spnce, F could be any convex space. If U is the unit ball in E, 

t(U) is a bounded neichbourhood of the orir;in in F and .therefore F 

:is norr;;able. 

http:Rm-~fl.HK
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We now have: 

A (DB')-space which is also a B(n )-space 

(B (?1,, )-space) is a B('i71 )-space (B (112.- )-space). 
r r . 

PROOF: JJct E be .::i. (DF')-spacc which is also a B(n )-cp.:u~c. 

and F', a mctrisable convex space. If t is a continuous, almost open 

linear ~apping of E onto F, then by Lemma 1.1, F is normablc. 

But then, 1'~ being a B(12.-)-sp«ce, it follows that t is open. Thus E 

i~ a B(?n-)-spacc. 

The statement about n ('ln-)-suace.s follows in a similar wn.y. Q.E.D.r • 

A similar argument as in the above proposition, 

can be used to shoH that the class of B(Q3 )-spaces (B (S )-spaces), where 
r 

lB is the class of all Banach spaces, which are also (DF)-spaces, coincides 

with th2 class of B( il )-sp:-1ccs (Br ( il" )r.spcJ.ces), whe1·e J- is the class 
,

of Frcchet spaces~ 

2, B ( J )-sp'tces and B (n, )-snaces and the clo.~>cd grauh theorem 
--~-....r r 

A B (a )-space is characterized by the fact that every continuous, 
r 

one-to-one, linear mapping from it onto any separated barrelled space, 

is open., On these spaces, T. Husain was able to prove a very general· 

closed graph theorem (Chapter I, 1'heorem G.2). His proof depends upon 

a connection betv1cen the t:raph of a mappinc being closed and a certain 

topology beinG separated. Ry appealing to methods in the duality theory 

of convex spaceG, we are able to give a shorter proof. 

THEOTCM 2, J.: Let E be a barrelled space and . F a B ( J )-sn:ice.r . 

Let t be a ljncar mapping of E into F, whose era1ili is closed in 
', 

E x F. If t is almost open, then t is continuous. 
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PROOF': Let D[t'] = t'-l(E'). Since t': F 1----+ E* is 

con Linuous with rcr~r0c t to <r"(I•'', F) and er ( E*, E) nnd oincc F. 

is b:1rrc llor:l., for ovory boun<lod ouh::ct B of '!!''er there 0Yird;f:1
' 

n noighhoul·hoocl U of tho orie:in in E auoh thu t t' (D[ t 'J () D) C u0 
• 

'l'horo fore , 

= (t(U)) 0 

But t is almost open and so every bounded subset of D[t'] is 

equicontinuous. Since t is almost continuous, D[t'] n V0 is clof>cd 

in F' q- for every neichbourhood ·v of the orii;in in F (Chapter I, 

Lemm~ 5.1). Further, since the graph of t is closed, D[t'] is 

dense in F'u . Thus D[t'] is a dense, boundedly complete subspace 

of F' er • Since F is a B (J )-space, D[t'] = F' (Chapter I, Theorem 6.4). '> 
r 

Thus t is weakly continuous. But E is a barrelled space and 

therefore a Hackey space and so t is continuous. Q.E.D. 

If t is a linear mapping of E onto F , t(U) is a barrel 
u v 

in F, for each absolutely c'nvex neighbourhood U of the origin in 
v 

E • Thus t(U) is a ~(F, F') neighbourhood of the origin in F. 
u 

THJ~OREM 2. 2 : Let E be a barrelled spRce. Let F be a 
u v 

convex space such that in its weak dual, every dense, almost closed 

subsp::i.ce whose bounded subsets are equicontinyous with respect to IJ(F, F'), 

is closed. Then a linear mapping t cif E onto F, whose graph is 

closed in E :x: F , :i.s continuo:rn. 
u v 

PJWOF: Usinc the same not::i.tion as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 

we observe that: 

http:subsp::i.ce
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D[t'] (\ B C (t(U))° C (tCU)) 
0 

where t(U) is the r.r (F, F')

closure of t(U) in F a21d ( t(U)) 
0 

iG the polar of t(U) in Ff3· 

Thus every bounded sub.set of D[t 1 ] is cqu:i.continuous with respect to 

130', F') an(l. thc7'cforc D[t'] is closed in F'a Tho theorem nowv . 

follows as in Theorem 2.1. Q.E.D. 

Vie also hnve: 

Let E be a barrelled space and F a 
u v 

convex space which is a B (J )-space in its strong topology. Then a 
r 

linear mapping t of E onto F, whose graph is closed in E x F ,
u v 

is continuous. 

PROOF: Since the graph of t is closed in E x F and 
u v 

p(F, 1', 1 ) is finer than v, the graph of t remains closed in Eu x Fp• 

Further, since t is a linear r:i'.lr;)inc of E onto 1'', t is alrr.ost 

open from E onto By Theorom ~.l, it follows th:it t: 
u 

is continuous and therefore t: E---> F is also continuous~ Q.E.D.
u v 

Since B(~ )-spaces are B ( :/ )-spaces our theorem is also true 
r 

when F~ is a B(J )-space. 

CORCLLARY: Let E be a barrelled space and F a convex 
u v 

space which is a B(~ )-space in its strong topology. Then a linear 

mapping t of E onto F, whoso crn:ph is closed :i.n E x F , is u v 

continuous. 

'l'hc above coroll.<tr;v r;:i.ve.s the following charactnri zntion 9~ 

spaccB wh:i.ch nre B ( 'J )-spaces in thcil• strong topologies.
r 

TlfEOimM 2. L~: A convex srace E is a B(J )-space in its u 

atron~ topolocy if and only if for coch bnrrcll0d sp~cc n linearF'v ' 
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mn.pping t of E onto }"" wlnse r,raph is closc.-d in E,i x F , 
r'f3 v' v 

is open. 

PRnOF: Assu1:ie that Ep is a B( "J )-space. Since the quotient 

of a B( d' )-space by a closed subspace is also a B( :7 )-space (Chapter I, 

Corollary to Proposition 6.3), t is open, by the above Corollary. On 

the other hand, if t is a continuous mapping of onto a barrelled 

space the graph of t is closed in Eµ x Fv and therefore tFv ' 

is open, by assumption. This shows that E~i is a B( 'J )-space. Q.E.D. 

REMARK 2.1: We note here that whenever Eµ is a B( 'J )-space, 

E is also a B(J )-space.
u 

Husain in [15] queried as to whether almost openness of t 

could be dropped in Theorem 2.1. Sulley in [40] showed that this cannot 

be done in general. In that which follows, we shall give another 

condition on t such that the closed r,raph theorem is true. 

We begin with: 

DEFINITION 2. J.:.: Let E and F be two convex spaces t a 

linear mapping of E into F. We say thA.t t satisfies condition (•) 

if for some basic neiehbourhood V* of the orit;in in 1'~ t -l(V*) is a 

bounded subset of E. 

For example, if E is a normed space, the identity mapping
u 

i: Ea----.E satisfies condition ( *) because the unit ball in E 
u u' 

is <r -bounded. 

We shall denote by f'[J., , the nciEhbourhood ba.se of the oriGin 

in E and by 'l.r , the ncichbourhood base of the origin in F • u v 



---

Let E be a barrelled sp~ce and F a u v 

B ($)-space. Let t be a linear mappine of E onto \o1hose 
r u Fv ' 

graph is closed in E x F If t satisfies condition (*), then t u v· 

is continuous. 

PROOF: forms a family of ah.sn1ut;eJ.y convex 

absorbent sets nnd so is a base of neie;hhourhood.::; of the origin in a 

topology u• on E making E , a convex space. Since t-1 cv•) is bounded 
u . 

and balanced, for each U E ii , there exists a µ > 0 such that 

i.e. 

i.e. for A. = 1 
}i 

Also since E is baDrelled, for each A t-1cv•), A.> o, there exists 
u 

u cu such that U C A t-1 (V*). Since A. t-1 (V*) is a bounded 

';:;"'subset of "~ ., is normo.ble ( [35], Chapler III, § 1, 'l'hcorem 1),u' u--
where the sets A t-1(V*), A.> O, form a neighbourhood base at the 

origin. v 
-~---

u u 

Let t-1 (V) be the u-closure of t-1 (V) in E and t(t-1 (V)) 

ll 

be the v-closure of t(t-1 (V)) in F. Consider now the fa~ily of sets 
v 
u 

of the form V= t( t -l(V)), where V c 'if {NV] forms a base of 

nt:ichbou:rhoods in n separated topology w on F such that t: E--4-F 
u w 

is continuous (soe the proof of Theorem G.2, Chnpter I). We show now 

that the m;-ipping t: E--_,. F :is almost open.
u w 
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u w 

For each Uc U and some A> O, we have t(A.t-1 (V")) f t(U). 

Since A.V* is a nciGhbourhood of the origin in there exists aFv ' 

V c 1Y such th<lt V c "AV*. 
v v 

u u 

Thus t(t-1(V)) C t(A.t-1 Cv•)) Further since v ~ w we 

v 
u w 

have t(t-1 (V)) C t(U) This shows that t: E--+F is almost• u w 

open. Since E is normed, continuity of t from E onto F now 
u .u w 

implies that F is also a normed space (Remark 1.1). F is a B en)
w v r 

space; also the identity mapping i: F---1>F is continuous and almost v w 

open (see the proof of T'neorem 6.2, Chapter I). By the definition of 

B ('n. )-spaces, v =w. Now, since t: E-)F is continuous, :i.t r u w 

follows that t: E--~F is also continuous. u v 

COROLL:\RY: Let E be a barrelled space and F a B (114 )
u v r 

~ 

space. Let t be a linear mapping of E onto whose graph is 
u Fv ' 

closed in E x F. If t satisfies condition(*), then t is u v 

continuous. 

PI~OOF: Since B ('iyZ, )-spaces are B ( 72. )-spaces, our result 
r r 

follows as before. 

We ,also have: 

THEOREM 2.6: Let E be a barrelled space and F , a 
u v 

B ( J )-space. Let t be a linear mapping of E onto F , whose 
r u v 

graph is closed in E x F • If t satisfies condition (*), then t 
u v 

is continuous. 

PI<OOF: Usine the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, 

we observe that: 



t: E __._..,.p is con tim· -ius and almost open. Since E 
u w u 

is barrelled, it follows th~t F is also barrelled. Now since 
w 

F is a B ( :i )-np;i.ce and the identity mapping i: F--+F is 
v r v w 

continuous and almost open, i is open and so v = w. Our theo:cem 

now follows as before. 

REMARK 2.2: In the above theorem, we require that t be 
N 

onto in order that the sets V be absorbent. 

B (~ )-sp~ccs are not in ecneral B ( ~ ) 
r r 

([40], f 2, Corollary 1). If we restrict to the class of B (;/ )-spaces
r 

whose closed subsp~ces are also B "(d ), the requirement that t be 
r 

onto could be relaxed, because then, t(E) is a B (J )-space and since 
r. 

the graph of t is closed in Ex t(E), it is sufficient to prove the 

theorem when t(E) is dense in F. In that case, 
.v v 

V = V /\ t(E) C t(t-l(V)) ~ 
N 

v and so each "' V is absorbent. 

It is evidently of interest to know the relations between 

almost openness of t and condition(*) imposed on t. 

The following example shows that in general, almost openness 

does not imply condition (•). 

EXAHPLl<: 2.1: Let E be an infinite dimensional Banach 
u 

space. Consider E under the finest convex topology 7: (E, E*). Then 

E 't (E, E*) is b~rrellecl ( [35], Chapter VI, Supplement (1)). The 

...identity mapping i: E is almost open, because isE 't(E, E*) u 
J.J 

u 

a Banach sp'.lce but it foils to satisfy condition (*) because othcr\/isc 

E 1: (F:, E*) would be normable and this is impossible ( [35], Chnpter IV, 

Supplement (2) and (3)). 
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The next example shows that in r.;encral, condition U) does 

not imply almost openne::;s. 'l'his relies upon: 

LEMMA 2.1: Let E and F be convex spaces. If t is an 

almost open linear ma~ping of E into F, · t(E) is dense in F. 

PROOF: I,et U be a neighbourhood of the origin in E. 

-- Since t is almost open t(U) is a neighbourhood of the origin in 

F. But since -t(u') C. t(E), t(E) is also a neighbourhood of the 

oricin in F. Thus t(E) is an absorbent subspace and therefore 

Lemma 2.1 gives us the following example. 

EXM·iPLE 2. 2: Let E be a normed space nnd .S, a non-dense 

subsp-:i.ce of E. If now we considered the I:latural injection i: s-E, 

i satisfies condition (*) but by Lemma 2.1, it is not almost open. 

_3. B ('{!},, )-sDaces and B (.8 • ;/ )-·SP3.ces anfl the closed C"ranh theorem 
r-

The almost openness condition imposed on ti in ·Theorem 2.lt 

m::i.y be dropped in the case when F is a '{{ -sp:cce (see Chapter II, 

Theorem 2.2). It will be of interest to know for what other classes of 

spaces, this could be done. In this section~ we consider onto mappings 

and show :hat for some cla0ses of B ('m)-s-:xi.ces and B (.J Jf )-spaces,· 
r · r 

the almost openn.ess conii:i.tion could be dropped. 

As usual, all spaces considered are separated. 

A subfamily ~ of all bounded sets of a convex space is said 

to be a fundamental family of bounded sets, if for e3ch bounjcd cet B 

http:subsp-:i.ce
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in the space, there exists a set A. in aJ such that B C A. 

'fin::oREM 3. l,: Let E be a Me:wkey space with the properties
ll 

"'r trthat is a separable space and l'J possesses a countable 
u 

fundamental family of bounded sets. Let F be a 1'"''1.ckey space which 
v 

is also a count~bly barrelled B ('m )-sp.::i.cc. If t is an almost 
r 

continuous linear mapping of E onto whose craph is clo5ed in 
u Fv ' 

E x F , then t is continuous. 
u v 

PROOF: Since t is an almost continuous, linear r.r.i.:ppinc of 

E onto F whose e;raph is closed in E x F it is possible to 
u v' u v' 

construct a sep:i.rated locally convex topology w on F such that: 

(i) t: E F is continuous;
u w 

(ii) i: F F is continuous and almost open.
v w 

(see the proof of Theo.l'em 6.2, Chapter I)• Since t is a continuous 

mapping of E onto F tr: F'u-1- E'G"' is a homeomorphism into 
u w' w u 

(Chapter I, Corollary (ii) to Proposition 2.6). Since E'~ possesses
u 

a countable fundarr,en tal family of bouYJ.ded sets, F' <r also possesses
w 

a countable fundamental family of bounded sets. Thus F is metrisable 

in its strong topoloGy .i3CF, F') By (ii) .i: F F is continuousw • v w 

and almost ,open. Since F is a Mackey space, this further implies
v 

that i: Fv->-Fl:(F, F') is co!'ltinuous (Chapter I, Proposition 2.10) 
w 

and since w C 't(F, F') it is also almost open. F is countablyw , v 

is also countably barrelled (Chapter I,barrelled and so 

Proposition 7.5). 

Now, continuity of t: E --~F implies continuity of 
u w 

t: (Chapter I, Proposition 2.11). Thus, t is a 

http:sp.::i.cc
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We have there fore, th.at · F 1: ( F is countably barrelled and
F')

' w 

Fp(F F') is sep~rable. Since the weak duals of countably barrelled 
' w 

spaces are sequentially complete, (Chapter I, Proposition 7.4), this 

gives us that 'l:(F, F'') = f1(F, F') (Chapter I, Theorem 8.2 and w w 

Theorem 8.l(cH' and so is metrisable. SinceF (F F" 1 ) i: Fy-4Ft0', F')
1: ' w .w 

is con t:i.nuous and almo.s t open and F is a B ('m.-)-suacc. i is open andr . .v 

60 v = 't(F, F')w • 

Since E is a Mackey space, continuity of t: E-• F 
u u w 

also implies continuity of t: and so t: E--+F:J\---AF 'C(F, F') u v 
w 

is continuous. Q•.E.D. 

COROLL;\RY 1: Let E be a separable barrelled space with 
u 

EI <1"the p~operty that possesses a countable fundamental family of 
u 

bounded sets. Let F .be as in the theorem. If t is a linear 
v 

mapping of E onto whose graph is closed in E x.F, then tF ' u v u v 

is continuous. 

PROOF: Since E is barrelled, p(E, E') = u and t: E~F 
u u v 

is almost continuous. Thus our result follm-:s as before. Q.E.D. 

I
COROLl,ARY 2: Let E be a separable Frechet space. Let F 

u v 

and t be as in· Corollary 1. Tnen t is continuous. 

PROOF: This follows from th0 fact thnt is barrelled nnd 

E'er possesses a countnble fundamental family of bounded sets. ([38],
u 

Ch'lpter IV, 6.~). Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY :?_: Let E be as in Corollary 1. I,et F be 
u v 

a Mackey space which is also a countably barrelled B (;/ )-space. If 
r 

t is a linear mapping of E onto whose craph is closed inFv ' u 

E x F then t is continuous. u v' 


PROOF: Since countably barrelled B ( d- )-spaces are 

r 

Br(/11,)-sp~ces (Corollary to Proposition 1.3), t is continuous, as 

before. Q.E.D. 

Let E be as in Corollary 1. Let F be a 
u v 

quasi-complete Mackey space which is also a (DF)-space and a B ('fl, )
r 

space. If t is a linear mapping of E onto whose graph is 
u Fv ' 

closed in E x F , then t is continuous. 
u v 

PROOF: Since quasi-complete (DF)-spaces are countably 

barrelled (Chapter I, Proposition 7.2) and (DF)-spaces \vhich are also 
) 

Br('nt)-spaces arc Br('ln)-s~~ces (Proposition 1.4), t is continuous as 

before. Q.E.D. 

THEOJEM 3.2: Let E be a separable barrelled space and 
u 

F a Mackey space which is also a countably barrelled B C8 .J )-suace.
v r • 

If t is a linear mapping of E onto whose graph is closed inF ' u v 

then t is continuous. 

PRCOF: Using the .some notations, as in the proof of Theo1•cra 3..1, 

we observe thnt since 'C (F, F 1 
) :.:: f3(F~ F'), is separable

-W W F C:(I", F') 
w 

and barrelled. The identity mapping i: F----+F "C(F F') is v , w 

continuous and almost open and since F is a Br ( ). • d )-space, i is v 

open. Our theorem foll01.1s as before. Q.E.D. 

Since B( J.;] )-spcicc.s are B _( " • rt ) , 1 
1. /J '<I we 1ave: 

http:foll01.1s
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COHOLLAl<Y 1: Let E e a separable barrelled SJk-:i.ce oncl 
u 

F a Mackey space which is also a countably barrelled B( ,8 .:J. )-space.v 

If t is a linear mapping of E onto whose graph is closed in 
u Fv ' 


E x F , then t is continuous. 
u v 


Since J .'J is a subclass of :J B ( :J )-spaces are 

r 

B (.A )J. )-spaces and this gives U "'.0• 

r 

COROLLA1n 2: Let E be a separable barrelled space and 
u 


F a Mackey space which is also a countably barrelled B ( 'J )-space.

v r 


If t is a linear mapping of E onto whose graph is closed
Fv ' u 

in E x F , then t is continuous. u v 

Corollary 1 also gives us a characterization of B(J .i )-sp~ces. 

THEOimil 3. 3: Let F be a countably barrelled llaci~cy sp<~cc.
v 

Then F is a B( ,,S .::J )-apace if and only if 1 for each sep.'l.rable barrelled 
v 

space a linear mapping t of F onto E , whose graph is closedEu ' uv 


in E x F , is open. . 
u v 

PROOF: Assume F is a B(~.3 )-space. Since the quotient
v 

of a countably barrelled B(J .3 )-sp~cc by a closed subspace is also 

countably barrelled and a B( ...& ;J )-space (Chapter I, Corollary to 

Propositiorr 7.5 and Corollary to Proposition 6.3), t is open by 

-- ---Corol1a.ry 1 of Theorora 3.2. On the other hand, if t is a continuo-..<s 

linear mappinG of F onto any separable barrelled space E the graphv u' 

of t is closed in F x E and therefore t is open, by assumption.
v u 

This shows that F is a B( ,8 .g )-space •. Q. E. D. v 

http:Corol1a.ry
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In sections 2 and 3 of this chapter, we considered the situation 

in which a linear mapping is continuou.s, v1hc:ricvcr. it.s erar,h is closed. 

In this section, we consider the situation for which an almost open 

linear m3pping is both continuous and open, whenever it graph is 6loscd. 

It turns out that certain classes of B( 'if- )-spaces play an important 

role. 

We concdder, almost cntil'ely, B(3' )-spaces. But the arguments 

are also valid for B (~)-spaces, provided the mappings con0idered are 
r 

one-to-one. 

As usual, all spaces considered are separated. 

Let E be n countnbJ.y barrelled Ma~kcy ~pace 
) 

Hhich is also a B( 'J- )-sp::tce. Let F be a metri.sable u-spncc. Then 

~ linear, almost opGn mappinG t of E onto F 1 whose graph is 

closed in E x F is continuous and open. 

PRCOF': Since E is a countably barrelled Mackey space and 

F is an lt-spacc, t: E-->F is continuotw (Chapter II, 'rheorcm 1.1, 

Corollary 1). Now, since t is also almost open, F is countably 

barrelled (Chapter I, Proposition 7.5) and this tocether with the fact 

that F is an a-space implies F is B-complcte (Chapter II, Proposition 1.5, 

Corol1ary 1) and so complete. But since F is metri:..>ablc, it is a 

~ 

Frcchet sriace. E is a B(~ )-space and therefore t: E_..F is open. Q.E.D. 

RF:Mt1RK h.l: It is worth notinc that a n;otr:l.tmble a-space is 

not in ECncral, complete. For if F = R(~ ) the space of all finite 
w ' 

seqncnccs, where w is the norm topolocy defined by: ll x II = sup I x j ,n n 
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then F is a metrisable a-space which is not.complete ([15], Chapter 7,w 

§ 6, Example It)." 

We denote by 03c , the class of all B-complete spaces. Since 

3- is n subclass of ~c , B( ~3c )-spaces are B(J- )-spaces (Chapter I, 

Proposition 6.2). 

Hetrisability in Theorem 4.1 may be relaxed if we restrict E 

to the class of B( ~c )-sp.'l.ces. We have: 

THEOirni ! l,.. 2: Let E be a counti:l.bly barrelled Mc:i.ckey space 

\\lhich is also a B( 03c. )-r.>:.)a.cc. Let F be an u.-spacc. Then a linear, 

almost open mnppinc t of E onto F. , whose graph is closed in 

E x F is continuous and open. 

Since a countably barrelled a-space is B-complete, 

our rcault follows ns before. Q.E.D. 

Our next theorem relics upon the follOi·d.nr, lcmmn. 


E10
tEMMA Lt. l: Let Eu be a convex .spncc. If is an 
u 

a.-spnce, thnn E is semi-reflexive if and only if E~ is sequentially
u 

complete. 

PROOF: The "only if" part of the lemma is obvious. For the 

El i;____,. E'RJ I'."if" part, consider the idcnti ty mapping i': Since f3(E 1 , E)
u u 

is finer thnn -C (E', E), the graph of i 1 is closed in E'~ x E'~. 
u u 

Since is an a.-spu.ce and Ea- is sequentially complete~ it follows 

that i' is continuous (Chapter II, Theorem 1.1). Thus we have that 

~(E', E) is coarser th.:.tn 'C(E', E) and so fl(E', E) = "C(E', E). 

E Q.E.D.This proves that is semi··rcflcxivc (Chayitcr I, Theorem 8.1 (c)).u 

http:a.-spu.ce
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Since :J is D. subclnss of J B( j )-spaces are B(.J- )

spaces (Chapter I, Proposition 6.2). For this restricted class of 

B(:T )-spac~s, we have the follo1:1irig situation. 

'rIIEORSM Li-. 2: Let E be a counta.bly barrelled Mackey space
u 

which is also a B(3 )-space. Let F be a Hackey space which is an 
v 

a.-space in its ~i(F, F' )-topology. Then a linear, almost open mapping 

t of E onto F, whose i:;raph is closed in .E x F , is continuous u v u v 

and open. 

PROOF: As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, t is continuous and 

F is countably barrelled. Counta~ly barrelledneGs of F implies
v v 

that F' rr is sequentially complete (Chapter I, Proposition 7.4).
v 

Thus on F, v = 't (F, F') =- ~)(F, F') (Chapter I, Theorem 8.1 (c)). 

Therefore F i.s o. b:J.rrcJ.lcd spacr:: nnd :::;incc is a B(3 )-space,
v 

t: E-->-F is opeJl. Q.E.D.
u v 


Let ~ denote the class of all bornological spaces. Since 

0 

';J7 is a. subclass of B( '3 )-spciccs arc B( 'J- )-spr~ces..'la 0 ' 0 ' 

Our next theorem is on R((B )-.spaces ci.nu this stems from the 
0 

fact that SCJJ'.lrablc strong dunlr_; of convex metrit;nblc spncc.s arc bornologicnl 

([38J, C~1ptcr IV, 6.6, Corollury 2). 

'J'lfE0f{l'l1__1_1•.!!.: Let E be n coun tr.~bJ.y lmrrcJ.lccl l·bclrny fljKlCC 
u 

\1hich .is <11.Go n. B(~ )--npo.ce. l,ct 1" be u Mnckoy [;paco, ncpnrnb]c
0 v 

in itt; P(F, F')-topology and with F' i: mctrisable. Then a linear,
v 

almost open mnppinG of J~ onto F whose crnph is cloacd in ~~ x F , 
u v' u v 

is continuous o.nd open. 



PHOOJi': Since F' 't: is rnctrisab1e t F is an a-spo.ce. As 
v v 

in the proof of Thooro;;i 4.1, t is continuotw and F is counU.1hly
v 

barrelled. Countably burrellcdncss of F implies thrt t F' O'" is 
v 

sequentially complete. This toccth(~r with the fact that is 

scpn:rnble implies that is se~i-reflexive (Chapter I, Theorem 8.2). 

Thus on 1? t (F, F1 ) = ~(F, F1 ) and so F is separable. Now 
v' 

since F'r is metrisable, F
0 

== Fv is bornoloc;ical ([38], Chapter IV,
v 

6.6, Corollary 2). E is a D(~ )-suace and therefore t: E--... F ,u 0 • u v 

is open. Q.E.D 

The hypothesis that, "F~ is sep'1.rable", may be replace·d by the3 
hypothesis that, "F is an a-space". We have:f:l 

Let E be a countably bci.rrclled H0.ckey sp~ce,
u 

which is also a B(O) )-·space. Let F be a Mackey space, which is 
0 v 

F, -can a-space in its ~(F' F' )-topology and with metrisable. Then 
v 

a linear, almost open mapping of E onto whose graph is closedFv ' u 

in E x F , is continuous and open.
u v 

~ B( ~ )-Gpaces and dense, w0Dkl;v sinr,ulr<r, mn.ximnl mapnings 

In ,this section, we show that B(~ )-spaces can be characterized 

in terms of dense, weakly .singular, maximri.l mayipines. 'fhese mappings are 

more eeneral than dense, closeable mappings (sec_ [24], § 2 (3) and (5), 
.

f 5 (3) and § 7 (3) and (4)). 

A co!wex spc.ice E is a B('J )-sp:<ce if and 

only if each dense, weakly sin[;Ular rr:axir.ial mapping t of E onto a 

barrelled spc'1.ce, is open, whenever it is almost continuous. 

http:spc'1.ce
http:a-spo.ce
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PROOF: Assume that E is a B(J )-space. UsinG the sa~e 

notations ns in the proof of Theorem, 2.5 (Chapter II) we observe that 

for ench neighbourhood U of the origin in E, R[ t '] n U
0 

is closed 

. uoin E'" since is a 0- (E', E)-bounded set. Therefore R[t '] 

is almost closed in EIU . Also, for each bounded subset B in E'er 
t 

Since t in almoct con1;inuoua, every bounded Gubsot of R[t'] is 

cquicontinuo11s. 'L'hw> R[t'J is boundeclly coriplcte and since :F: is 

a B(;J )-space, H[t'] is 6'(1'~' .- E)-closcd (Chapter I., Theorem 6.4). 

But since t is maximal, R[t'] is also Cf"(E', D[tJ)-clo3ed by 

Proposition 2.3 (Ch:i.pter II), and so t is open ( ['24], f 9). 

On the other hand,· if t is a continuous, linear mappinc of 
~ 

E onto F, t could be regarde<l as a dense, weakly sinGular maximal 

mapping of E onto F. t is open, by assumption. T'nis showi:; that 

E is a B(~ )-space. 



CHAPT.:'.:H IV 
---~ ----~-

COUN'I'MnLITY CONDITIONS 

In this chapter, each section contains its own introductory 

remarks. Countability conditions on bounded sets form the unifyin[;' 

feature of the subject matter. 

1. Co~ntahiJitv conditions an~ thQ closPd ~ranh theorem 

In this section, we show that there are convex spaces more 

general than metrisable spnceG which have the property that their strone 

duals possess a count~ble fundamental family of bounded sets. h'e investieate 

thc.sc sp::{ccs and prove, amonr; other results, clos0d gra:"h and open 

mappine thc;orems, rclaxine the necessary completeness requirement by 

filter conditions introduced in [36]. 

We begin with the followine simple observation~ 

PROPOSTICJN J.1: If E is a mctrisahle convex space, then 

E1 0 possenses a countable fundamental family of bounded sets. 

PROOF: Let {u
n"
\. he a countable base of neichbourhoods of 

the origin in E. Since each u0 is equicontinuous, it is stronGlY 
n 

bounded ([35], Chapter IV, § 3, Corollary to Lemma 2). Also, since 

E is quasi-barrelled, every stronGlY bounded set in E' is equi

continuons. Thus {B } :::-: {u0 
} cons ti tuten a countable fundnmen tnl n n 

family of bounded sets in E'P. Q. E. D. 
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space.:; \·:hose .strons duals po.,;,o:.;ess a counV:iblc funde.m:::mtal family 

of bounded sets is larger than the class of motrisable convex spaces. 

EXAHPLE 1.1: Let E be a non-reflexive Banach sp~ce (such
u 

for example is ,£ 
1 

, with the usual norm to1)0Jogy). Then there exiGts 

in E an absolutely convex hounded set which is not relatively wPakly
u 

co:i1pact (Ch'1pter I, Theorem 8.1 (d)). Thus E''t' is not quasi-barrelled
u 

and therefore not metrisable. But E'r '~ = E is a Banach space and 
u u 

therefore possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded setG. 

its dual. Tl'' ,is a convex space and Then in ,_, 

-c.,..,every absolutely convex v(E', E)-com9act set is' E')-equicontinuous"' r,' 

and therefore stroncly bounded. If, conversely, we have th~t every 

absolutely convex strongly bounded set is relatively v(E'~ E)-compact, 

E if; quasi-bnn·e11ed in its Mr-tckcy to:)olocy. In [25], V. Krislmo.murthy 
~ 

calls such sp::ccr:;, qutts:i.-M-bari·cllcd flpaccs. 

DEFINITION l.l: A convex space E is called quasi-M-barrelled 

if in its dual E', every absolutely convex strongly bounded set is 

relatively weakly compact or equivalently, if the stronG bidual induces 

the Mackey topolo8Y on E or if and only if every barrel in E w'.".ich 

absorbs all bounded SE!ts is a neighbourhood of the origin for the :·Tackey 

topology. 

Bornolo[;ical spaces are quasi-!-1-harrelled. In fact, every 

quasi-barrelled apace is qunsi-X-barrelled. Convex spaces whose strcng 

duals arc semi-reflexive are further examples of quasi-M-barrelled spaces. 

The requirement of being quas:i.-}!-barrellcd depends 01:1y on the 

dual system and so weakenins the topolo3y of a quasi-M-barrelled cp~cc 



without nffectini; the dunl, would still h<we it quac-;i-I·~-barrel1ed. In · 

particular therefore, the weak topolosy of an infinite dimensional 

Banach space is an example of a quasi--M-barrelled space v1hich iG not 

quasi-barrelled. 

In Example 1.1, we observed that althout;h the strong dual of 

EI 1:' possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded sets, E' 'C 
u u 

is not metrisable because it is not quasi-barrelled. l~wever, we have: 

PROPOSI'2.'ION 1.2: Let E be a quasi-M-barrelled space •. 
u 

Then E'~ possesRes a countable fundamental family of bounded sets if 
u 

and only if Ei: .is metrisable. 

E 113PROCF: Since has a cour.table fundamental family of 
u 


E'f3,i3 I 0I l3
bounded sets, is metrisable. But E induces the K1.ckey
u u 

topology on E, since E 
u 

is quasi-M-barrclled. Thus Er ~ beinc a 
) 

subspace of a metrisa.ble space, is metrisable. 

The converse follows from Propoaition 1.1. 

· COROLLfi.~Y l: Let E be a quasi-barre1led space. Then E'P 
u u 

possesses a countable funda~ental family of bounded sets if and only if 

E is metrisab1e. 
u 

PRCOF: This follows, since quasi-barrelled spaces are quasi-

M-Larrellod sp:tces and u = 7:(E, ~~'). Q. E. D.• 

Suppose that E is the strict inductive limit of the convex 

spaces E and that, for oach n, is a closed vector subspace of 
n 

En+l• T'nen E is not metrisable ([35] 1 Chapter VII,§ 1, Proposition 5). 

The condition th:J. t each E is closed in E is satisfied 
n n+l 

when the E are complete.n 
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From Proponi tion 1.2, we cnn also conclude thnt: 

COROLLARY 2: T'ne strong dual of a strict inductive limit 

of complete barrelled spuces does not possess a countable fundamental 

family of bounrled sets. 

PHGOF': Since the strict inductive limit of b=lrrellcd spaces 

is barrelled ([35], Chapter V, s 2, Propositon 6) and so quasi-!'.-barrclled, 

the existence of a coun !:able fundamental family of hound0d sets in its 

str<'n[; dual would imrly metrisability, by Proposition 1.2. This is 

impossible from the above re:n3.rks. Q.E.D. 

Another result in the direction of Proposition 1.2 is the 

follow inc. 

PROPOSI'l'IOIJ 1. 3: I.ct E be a convex [:;p,:=i.ce \·Ii th the property 
u 

that is separable and E' O is sequentially complete. Tlien 
u 

posf_;esr;cs a countable fundamental family of bounded sets if a.nd only if 

E 'C is metrisable. 

PRCOF: The suffic :i.ency follows from Proposition 1.1. On the 

other hand, since E'er is sequentially complete and is separable,
u 

E'~ is semi-reflexive (Chapter I, Theorem 8.2) and so p(E, E') = ~(E, E')
u 

EI (/"(Cha1)ter I; Theorem 8.1 (c)). Also, since is scqueritially complete,
u 

EI (3every VCE', E)-bowHlcd set in E' :i.s ~(E', E)-bounded. Since 
u u 

possesses a countable fundnmental family of bounded sets, E'er also 
u 

possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded sets. Thus p(E, E') 

= L:(E, E') is metrisable on 

http:p,:=i.ce
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Let E be a countably barrelled space with the 
u 


property that Ep is separable. Then .E'p possesses a countable 

u 

fundamental family of bounded sets if and only if E;: is metrisable. 

PROOF: ThiG follows from the fact that the weak duals of 

countably barrelled spaces are sequentially complete (Chapter I, 

Proposition 7.4). Q. E. D. 

We denote by ~·(E, E')~ the topology on E of uniform convergence 

on the p(E', E)-bountlcd .sets of I·' , I . 'l~wn 

rt · c .. cnr tl 1~ [i'"'('i·:,. r.: 1 ) --· "" i" J·,' 1 ) if nnd only if weaklyi:::; J · w. , .. n(i;:, 

and strongly bnunde~ sets of E' nre identical. 

In Example 1.1, we have a convex space in which 7:. (E, F.') is 

strictly conrr;er thRn P*(E, E'). However, ~(B, R') = ~·(~, E') when

ever E is qua.si-M-barw~lled. 

DEFHJI'l'JON 1. 2: (See [36]) Let t be a linear mapping 

of a convex space E into a convex sp~cc F,• It is said that the 

inverse fl.lter condition holds if for a convercent filter base '({, on 

· E such that t ( 1-Y) is Cauchy, it follmJS thn t t ( % ) is convcrcen t 

to a point in t(E). 

With the inverse filter condition, we have the following closed 


graph theorem. 


TiE~OREVi .1.• 1: I.et E be a barrelled sp::i.ce and F u ~ v 


a convex space, metrisable in its ~*(F, F')-topolozy. Let t 


be a linem~ mapping of Eu into Fv, whose graph is closed in Eu x Fv .. 


http:sp::i.ce
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Then t is continuous, provided the inverse filter condition holds. 

PHOOF: Since the graph G of t is closea in E x F ,
u v 

it is also clo&ed in Eu x I"p*, because ~· (F, F') is finer thnn v. 
A 

Let us now reeard t as a linear mappinc of E into wherel"i>* ' u ,,.A 
F~,.. is the completion of F~*· We show that G is closed in E x F~,...u 

A 

Let (x, y) c G, where G is the closure of G in Eu x 1',p•• T'nen 

(x + U) x (y + V:) meets G, for u and w, neichbo11rhooc1s of the 

oriGin in E and 
A 

FP"", respee tively. 'rhat n;eans, ·AU,, - Cx+u)n t-1 (y+w) I¢. u t N 

J,et 't{, be t'.1e filter generated by the sets where u and w run~,W' 
over the fundar.:cntal systems of nei51:bourhoods of the origin in E and 

u 

respcctiv~ly. Then U. --+x in h' • also t(1" )-y in~'u' 
A 

· A*(F, F') · r· thand therefore t(1{,)-->Y in since P is iner .anFv ' 

v. Therefore, tC~'-)~ is v-Cauchy and so by the inverse filter condition, 

t('Vv) converges.. with respect to v, to a point in t(E). This shows that 

y c t(E) c F and so (~, y) c G A (E x F). But G is closed in Eu x Fp• 

and so (x, y) c G. Thus G is closed in Eu x "Fµ•• 

A ,
Now, Fp* is a Frechet space and s:i.nce the e;raph of t is 

A A. 
closed in E F l3* is continuous (Chapter I, Proposition 3.4 

u x , Eu-----.F~·t: 

and Theorem 5.1). It follo 1·1s that t: E---i-Fr-<• 
ll t-' 

is continuous and 

since ~*(F, F') is finer than v, t: E--> F 
u v 

is also continuous. 

COROLl,J\RY: Let be a barrelled space and F a convex 
v 

spac~ with the property that possesses a countable fundamental family 

of bo1~nclcd sets. Let t be D. line'1.r mappinc of E into whose 
lt Fv ' 

r,raph in clo::;erl in 1'~ x F • t is continuou~provided the invcr3e 
u v 

filter condition holrlo. 
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PIWOF: Since F' B possesses a countable fundamental fa.r.iily
v 

of bounded sets, is metrisable. Thus, our result follows as before. 

In the n~xt theorem bclm\r, we give the corresponding open mappinG 

theorem. For this He need: 

Dl~FINI'I'JON J.. :2: (W. Robert.son, · [36]) Let E· and F be 

two convex SpLl.CN; and t, a linear mnppine of E into F. It is .said 

thnt the filter condition holds with respect to t if for each Cauchy 

filter #\. in E t(U.) -J. t(x ) implies 'Vv -lo X • 
0 0' 

LEMri/\ J.1: Let E and F be two convex spaces nnd t 
u v 

A 
a linear continuous mapping of E ·into F • Let t denote the 

u v 
A 

~continuous exten.sion of t which maps 
/\ 

into 
A 

F • Then t-1 (o) = t-1 (o)
.:,()* v 

:if the filter condition holds, with respect to E and F 
u v• 

A 
because t(x) = t(x) for 

A 
x c. E. To show that 

~ 

t-1 (o) ::> 't.-1 (o), let x c. 
A 

Ep* such that 1C~) - o. 

Let ~ be a Cauchy filter on which is a base of a convcr[;entEf3* 
A A I> A A

filter '}>\: ' which converges to x. By the continuity of t , t('K-')~t(x) = o. 
A 

Consider the sets t(%) and t('X-') on t(B). For ench K' c. '}.{. ' ' ,.,the:·e exist.s a subset K of K' such that K is in and t(K) = 
A 
t(K) C 

A 
t(K') I\ t{1'~). Hence tC rv) is finer than the trace of t(% •) 

on tCF~). Hence t('lG.) ~ O. 

Now since 1{.. is a {:3*-Cu.uchy filter, it is also a u-Cnuchy filter 

since ~*(E, E') ·is finer than u. Since t(~) ~ 0 in F , by the· 
v 

filtc·r condition, it follows th.'J.t U converces, with respect to u, to 

a point in E. Hence ~ c E and th:i.s implies t(~) = O. In other words 

PROOF: 

A 
x 

.. 




We arc now rcndy to prove: 

Let E be a convex space, metrisable in its 
u 

P*(E, E')-topolocy, and F a barrelled space. Let t be a continuous 
v 

linear mappina of ]~ onto F 'l'hen t is open if the filter condition 
u v" 

holds. 

A 
l<'PROOF: Replacing F and F by their completions and

J~· v "W'' 
A A
1'' re::;pectively, we observe that the continuous extension t mn.ps a v 


A /\

Frechet space onto a barrelled space t(Eµ•) and is therefore 

open (Chapter I, Proposition 3.4 and Corollnry to Theorem 5.2). Let 

is aw be a closed nei3hbourhood of the origin in EP*' 
A A A,.,

neighbourhood of the origin in t(E) and therefore t(\'1) (\ F is a 

A A 
neighbourhood of the oriein in F \fo show that t(!;!) (\ F C t(i..r). Letv· 

A A A 1 A) 
C "'ct)" (\ 1"I¥ 'I'hcn there cx:!.:1t.s x c \I such Uw.t t\x = y, nr.d x cy t E 

such that t(x) = y,) bccam;e t is onto. Therefore 1C~) - t(x) = 
--A /\ A

tc~ - x) = o. By Lemma 1.1, it follows that x = x c E. Thus x c W·" E = W 

(because W is closed in E *) shows that
0

/\A A 
y = t(x) c t('d) = t(W). 

Q.E.D 

CORCLLARY: Let E be a convex space with the property that 
u 

E'P possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded sets, and F 
u v 

a barrelled space. Let t be a continuous linear mapping of E onto 
u 

F • Then t is open if the filter condition holds. v 

It is of interest to know under what conditions E ,; might be 
13 

complete. A sufficient condition is given in: 
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PROP0.'1ITJON l. 4: Let v., be n convex sp.::.i.ce • Then 
u 

is complete if the polars in E of the j3(E~, E)-bounded sets in E' 

are l: (E, }~')-complete. 

PRCOF: Since µ'1'(E, E') has a neit:hboarhood base of the origin 

consistinG of sets complete in "C(E, E') and P*(E, E') is finer than 

't.(E, E'), is complete (Chapter I, Proposition 3.2). 

COROLLAta: Let E be a convex space. Then is complete
u 

if Et is complete. 

In fact, a result due to J. H. Webb ([43], Corollary 4.2) gives 

us: 

I'ROPOSI'EION 1.5: Let E be a convex space with 
u El3* 

EI [3separable and com:rlete. Then :i.s complete if R.nd only 11. ""' the 
u Ef3* 

polars in E of the ~f)(E', E)-bounded sets in E' are "C (E, E' )-complete. 

COROT,LAIff: Let E be as in the proposition. Then is 
u 

compJete if and only if. E&: is complete. 

In the case when is metrisable, we have the following 

characterization for completeness of E~·· 

PROPOS ITICN :!:..t.§_: Let E be a convex space, metrisable in 
u . 

its 8*(E E')-tonoJo~y is complete if and only if 

is a· B ('lll.)-opace. 

t 1 .l • u ~ 

r 

PROOF: Suppose that E~* is complete. Since is 

metrisable, by hypothesis, Er* is a Frechet space and therefore a 

B ('flt )-space.
r 

On the other hand, B ('m )-spaces which are also mctrisable are 
r 

http:sp.::.i.ce
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B -complete (Chapter III, Proposition 1.2) and therefore complete
r 

(Ch;tpt(:r I, Proposition 3.5). 

COROLL/\.:iY l: l,et E be a convex space with the property
u 

that E'f3 possesses a countable fundar.iental family of bounded sets. 
u 

is complete if and only if Ep• is a B (ni)-space.
r 

PROOF: This follows since El3* is metrisable. 


COIWLLARY 2 :. Let E be as in the proposition. Then E- 
u µ* 

is complete if and only if Ep* is a sequentially barrelled, B ("J )
r 

space. 

PRCOF: This follows from the fact that sequentially bci.rrelled, 

Br(:J )-spaces are Br('m.)-::.;paces (Chapter III, Pro.position 1.3). 

RE! !ARK 1.1: We note that in the above proposition, 

is a Frechet space i'f and o!'ily if :F~~* is a B (7ti)-space.
r 

Completeness of allows us to relax the filter conditions 

in T'neorems 1.1 and 1.2. This follows from the following general theorem. 

THEOREM 1. ?: Let E be a barrelled space nnd F a convex 
u v 

space which is a ~-space in its p* (F' F' )-topoloey. If t is a 

linear manping of E into whose graph is closed in E x F ,Fv ' V.u u 
, 

then t is continuous. 

-------- PHOOF: Since the ernph of t is cJo.sed in E x F it is\ u v' 

aJso c1osed in Eu x Fp*' because W(F, F') is finer than v. By 

Theoroiil 2.2 (Chapter II), t: Eu--..,.Fp* is continuous and therefore 

t: E--~F :i.s a1so continuous. 
u v 
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In the corollaries below, let E be a barrelled space and 
u 

a convex space. Let t be a linear mapping of E intoFv ' u Fv ' 

whose eraph is closed in E x F • u v 

COHOLLAHY 1: If Fp• is a B -complete space, then 

t: E-->-F is continuous. u v' 

PHOOF: This follows, since B -complete spaces are '(-spaces 

(Chnptcr III, § 2). 

COROLI./\~~y 2: If FP* is a metrisable B (7"'2.)-space, then 

t: F. ->F is continuous. 
u v 

CO~OJJ,fdff 3: If Ff:'* is a B ('Pl.)-space and F' 13 possesses
v 

a countable fundamental family of bounded sets, then t: E---+F is 
u v 

continuous. 

CO!WLL/\.RY 11 : ~ If Fi:. is sequentially complete and F' fJ 
v 

possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded sets, then 

t: E--~F is continuous. u v 

THEOHEl'·l 1.1+; Let E be a convex space which is an ;(-space
u 

in its P*(E, E')-topology and F a barrelled space. If t is a v 

continuous linear mapping of E onto F , then t is open.
u v 


P:KOOF: By Thco;;•cr.1 2.3 (Chapter II), t: 


.....
Since is finer thrrn u, l..• F.--j-F is also open. Q.E.D 
( u v 

In the c~rollaries below, let E be a convex spQce and 
u Fv ' 

a barrelled space. Let t be a. continuous linear mappinG of E onto 
u 

F • 

ccmor.J,A~~Y 1: If ia ~ B -complete space, then 

t: E ---->T1
' H> open.

u v 

v 
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conor.r.ARY 2: If Eil* is a mctrisnblc B ('m,,)-space, then 

t: E ~1~ is open.
u v 

CCHOLL/\HV 3: If Ef)* is a B (?n)-spacc and E' f3 possesses
u 

a countable fundamental fauily of bounded sets, then t: E->-F is u v 

open. 

COIWLLAiff lf: If E -r is sequentially complete and E'~ 
u 

poasnasca a countnblc fundamental family of bounded sets, then 

2, Conn l".n.b:i.1:i t.v c:ond:i U.onr; nnd c;cmi-rc fl r'xive :;v(cN: 

In thi<> Gee t:ion, we d1ow that whenever D. convex .sptlCC is 

c0r11:i-refl.exiv0 jn itn P*O:, }~')·~topoloc;y, 

Thir.; ClFlblcs us to oli.La:i n condi tiorw under which mi~ht be semi-reflexive. 

We find that whenever Ei3* is semi-reflexive, Er,* is metrisable if 
f.I 

and only if possesses a fundamental family of bounded sets, 

Since each basic P*-neiehbourhood of the origin in E is the 

polar of a stroncly hounded set in it absorbs bounded sets in 

E ([38], Chapter IV, § 3, Ler:1ma 2). Thus u-boundcd sets are ?-bounded. 
u 

Since a*CE, E') is finer than u, this means that u-bounded and ~*-

boun(kd sets a:re identical. T'nis observ<ltion eives us: 

PRCPOSITICN 2.J.: If is semi-reflexive, E is also 
u 

semi-reflexive. 

PHOOF: By the above observation, every u-botm<~ed set is ~\*-

bounded. No1t1, since EP* is semi-·reflexivc, we further h1we that every 
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u-bounded set is relutively 0-(E. f,~,,.)-compact (Chapter I, 'l'heorem 8.1 (d)), 

nnd therefore relatively u(l~, E')-compact. Thus E is also semi-
u u 

reflexive. Q.E. 

However, if Eu is semi-reflexive, Ep• could fail to be semi

reflexive. This follows from: 

EXAMPLE 2.1: Let E be a non-reflexive Banach space which 
u 

is weakly sequentially complete (such for example is .e
1 

, with the 

usual norm topology). 

Since E' a- is quasi-complete, E' &: is semi-reflexive (Chapter I,
u u 

Theorem 8.1 (e)). Now, if is also semi-refl~xive, E~~ 

is a reflexive Banach space and therefore an &-space (Chapter II, 6 1). 

Since E er is sequentially complete, it follows from Lemma 4.1 (Chapter III) 

that E is reflexive! 

We now proce~d to con.sider conditions under which Eu might be 

semi-reflexive. This relies upon: 

LEMMA 2.1: If E is a B-complete space, then E is semi-reflexive 
u u 

if and only if every clo::>ed subspace whiCh ·is an o:-o.mtce ia semi-reflexive. 

PROOF: The necessity is obvious, since if E is semi-reflexive,
u 

every closed subspace is also semi-reflexive ([23] , § 23, 3 (5))a 

For sufficiency, we may suppose that E is endowed with the 
u 

Mackey topology. Suppose E is not semi-reflexive. Then there exists 
u 

a bounded, closed subset B of E which is not w·~akly compact; in 
u 

fact due to completeneas of B is not weakly countably compactEu ' 

([ 23 ] , Y 24, 2 ( 1) ) • Let { x 1 be a sequence in B whi~h has no 
n 

yweak cluster point in B and let be the closed linear span of {x 1 . 
n 

Then Y is separable, and since E is B-complete, y is an a-sp:i.ceu 

(Chapter II, Proposition 1. 4) and fx.J ·is a bounded sequence in Y which 

has no weak cluster point in Y. Hence Y is not semi-reflexive. 
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'l'1morm11 2.1: Let E be a convex space which is a B-complete
u 

space in its q*(E E')-touolo~y· Then E is semi-reflexive if everyt-' , J. u • u 

closed «-spuce in E~* is semi-reflexive. 

PHOOF: If every closed a-space in Eµ* is semi-reflexive,-·-
then by Lemma 2.1, js se~i-reflexive, 'l~is implies that E is 

u 

semi-reflexive, by Proposition 2.1. Q.E. D. 

In the following corollaries, let E be a convex space.
u 

CCROLV\In 1: If is a mctd..sable B('i71..)-space, then E 
u 

is semi-reflexive if every closed o,-spnce in E[3* is semi-reflexive. 

COHOLLU~Y 2: If lJ possesses a countable fundamental'"' 13 
u 

family of bounded sets and is a B(?n-)-space, then E is semi-reflexive 
u 

if every closed a-sp~ce in E!3* is semi-reflexive. 

E 113COROLLAT~Y 2,: Let be as in Corollary 2. If is complete,
u 

then Eu is semi-reflexive if every closed a-space in E[3* is semi-reflexive. 

I) 

COROLLA HY 1+: Let I:' P be as in Corollary 2. If E i: is 
u 

sequentially complete, then E is semi-reflexive if every closed a-space
u 

in EP* is semi-reflexive. 

In the class of convex spaces wl1ich are µ•-semi-reflexive, we have 

·the following charactcrizntion of metrisability. 

TlIEGnEM 2.2: If Ep* · is semi-reflexive then E~)* is metrisable 

if and only if E'~ possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded 
u 

sets. 

PHCOF: If E'r ponscsses a countable fundamental family of 
u 

bounrled sets, EP* is clearly metrisablc. 
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is mctrisobJ.c, possessc& a countable 

fundarncntD.l family of bounded sets. Since is scm5-rcflexive, on 

E0*' °C(Bµ., E) = P(EP*' E) (Chapter I, 'I'hcorem 8.1 (c)) and therefore 

Ep•<r 
possesccs a countable fundamental family of bounded sets. Now, 

E 
I(/'"since E'er C. E' O possesses a countable fundamental family of 

u - [J*' u 

bounded sets. But is se~i-reflexive (because is semi-reflexive) 

and therefore E'~ possesses a countable fundamental family of bounded 
u 

sets. 

3. Co:m t:ald.li ty cond:i. Hon,c.; and the onen rn.'l1rn:i.rw theorem 

The present section :is concerned with open ma.rpins theorems on 

some classes of B(~ )-spaces. We show that convex spaces which are 

metrisable in their P*-topology play an important role. 

As before, we deal only with B(~)-spaces, but the arguments 

arc also valid for B (::f )-ripnccs, provided the r.nppinc;s considered are 
r . 

one-to-on(!. 

All sp:i.ces ccnsidered ::J.re separated. 

I,et E be a countably quasi-barrelled B(;r)
u 

space. Let F be a seriuen tially complete Mackey sp2,ce, metrisable and 
v 

separable in its ~l*(F, F')-topology~ Then a continuous, almost open 

linear m~pp:ing t of E onto F is open.
u v 

PROOF: Since E is countably quasi-barrelled and t is a 
u 

continuous, almost open mapping, F is cou~tably quasi-bnrrellcd
v 

(Chapter I, Proposition 7.5); F being sequentially complete, it 
v 

follows that F is countably barrelled (Chapter I, Prorosition 7.2).
v 

http:rn.'l1rn:i.rw
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Since F'~ j3 now sequentially complete (Chapter I, Proposition 7.4)
v 

and ]i' is separable (because on a sequentially complete sp~cc
l3 


FI -z: 
 is semi-reflexive (Chapter I, Theorem 8.2).
v 


Thus on F v - 1: (F, F') ::: [3(1'""', F') and Go F is a Fre'chct sp:tce.

v 

Our rcsul t now follo•,13 from the definition of B( 3- )-sp;:,cei:;. 

' 

REMAW\ 3.1: A sequentially complete N·~kcy space, metrisable 

and sepo.rable in its P*-topolor;y is not in general metrisable. This 

follows from: 

EXAMPL"S ).1: Let E = C , the space of all sequencesw 0 

convergent to zero, with tte usual norm topolocy. Th, en 1·,°"',' 'C is complete
w 

([22], Chapter 5, Problem 19 c) and since E''"- '" P (= E ) possesses a w w 

countRble fundarr.cntal family of bounded sets, i8 mctrisnblc. Also, 

since ~,P* (= E'~) = .f. with the usual norm topolo;::;y, is
''w w l' 

) 

EI "Csepo.rable. However, since 	 E is not reflexive, is not metrisablp.
w 	 w 

CORCU..A?..Y 1: Let E· be as in theorei!l. Let F be a 
u 	 v 

F' ~~scqucntia11y complete Mackey space with the property that possesses
v 

a countable fundamental far:iily of bounded sets and F ,.. is separable.
13 

Then a continuous, almost open 1inenr mapp:i.ne; of E onto is open.
u Fv ' 

COROLL!J~Y 2: Let E be a countably barrelled B( ~)-space.
u 

Let F be as in the theorem. Then a continuous, almost open linear 
v 

mapping of E onto F , is open.
u v 

PROOF: Since a countably barrelled space is countably quasi-

bn.rrelled (Chapter I, Proposition 7.1), the corollary follow.s. 

Countably quasi-barrelled spnccs are more general 

than countably barrelled space ([18], Example (i:i.)). 
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T!ISOm]-1 ;? , ?. : Let E be a countably bnrrcllcd M~ckcy Gpucc
u 

which is also a n(3- )-srncc. Let F be a Mackey space \'t}iich is nlso 
v 

a mctris.:tb1e, cx.-sp-1ce in it.s ;i•(F, F')-torology. T'nen a linear, almost 

of E onto ~.' v1hose r,raph fo clo::;ed in E x F , is
1. v'u u v 

continuous ancl open. 

PHOOF: Since the i:,raph of t is closed in E x F , it is u v 

also clo.;;ed in Eu x F
0

,.., because f3"'(F, F') is finer than v. Since 

E :i.s countably barrelled and is an a.-space, t: E >- F is 
u Fp"' u '3. 

continuous (Chapter II, Theorem 1.1, Corollary 1). Thus t: E F 
u v 

is continuous. Further, since t: E-~F is almost open, F is 
u v v 

countably barrelled (Chapter I, Proposition 7.5). Since F' <r is now 
v 

sequentially complete and Fp is an a-sp~ce (because on a countably 

barrelled space f3*(F, F') = f3(F, F') - see chapter I, Propo.siU.on 7.3). 
)

F' l:' is semi-reflexive (Chapter III, Lemma 4.1). TI1us, on F,
v 

v = "C(F, F') = p(F, F') and so F is a metrisable, barrelled, a-spaco.
v 

Since a barrelled, a-srace is B-complete (Chapter II, Proposition 1.5, 

. .,, ,, 1Corollary 3) , F is a rrec1et space. E is a B(3-)-space and so t 
v u 

is open. 

Since a separable Banach space is an a-spgce 

(Chapter rt, Proposition 1.4), l 1 , with the usual nor~ topolocy is 

an a-space. Example 3.1, therefore, also shows that a Mackey space 

F w'.1ich is als,o a metrisa~ile, a-space in its 0*(F, F')-topoloGy, is 

not in general, mctrisable. 

'MCCROLJ,;\;]Y l: Let ,", be as in the theorem. Let F be a 
u v 

Mackey space with the property that F' i3 possesses a cocintnblc fundamental 
v 

family of bounded sets nnd is an a-space. Then a linear, almostFµ* 

v 
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open mapping of E onto F whose t;raph is closed in E x F , 
u v' u v 

is continuous and open, 

Q11asi-barrcllcd spaces are countably quasi-barrelled (Chapter I, 

§ 7). }'or quaci-bnrroJ.lcc1 B(;f )-Gpaccs, the requirement, in Thoorem 3.1, 

that }' be nqr11-ctblc hi :it::; P" 0', 1'' 1 )-topoloc;y, may be relaxed. He 

" 
h!\VC: 

Let }~ be n qunc:i.~·lxtr·rellc.:d B(3- )-upr.icc. J,ct
u 

1'' be a convex .space which i;;; f.l. Frbchot flJ.!rtCc in its P"'(l<\ 1''')-topoloc;y.v 

'l'hen ll conLjnuous, nJmo[;t open lincnr mapp'i.ni:: t of '"'... onto }' ia 
u . v' 

open, 

PRnOF: Since E is quasi-barrelled and t is a continuous,
u 

almost open mapping, F is quasi-barrelled. Thus on F, v = f>*(F, F')
v 

,,
nnd the1·e fore F i~ a Frechct space, E is a B(3- )-spu.c·2 and so 

v u 

t: E---,).F is O}X!n, Q.E.Du v 

For B(?n.- )-spaci:?s, completeness of Ff:}* may be relaxed. We 

have: 

THEOREM ), l+: Let E be a quasi-barrelled B(rn-)-spa.ce. Let 
u 

F be a convex space, metrisablc in its ~·(F, F')-topology. Then a 
v 

continuous; almost open lineRr mappin8 of E into is open.
u Fv ' 

PROOF: As in the proof· of 'l11eo1•ern 3.3, F is metrisable. v 

Therefore, t CE), the ran£;e of t, with the' induced topology, is also 

mctriRu.blc. Since E is a ncm )-S})CiCC and t: E---+ t(E) is also 
u u 

continuou~ and almoct open, t is open. 

http:B(rn-)-spa.ce
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CHAPT!<:R V 

A lincnr mnppinf, is called hounded if it preserves bounded sets. 

In section 1 of this chapter, we invesU'r,ate t11e situation in which one 

could der;i.ve thett a linear rnripp:inr, is bounded from the fact that the 

grnph of the mappinf, is closed. Herc, we rely hNw:i.ly on closed 5raph 

theorems proved in earlier chapters. In section 2, we investi~ryte the 

situa t.ion in which one could de:rive that the graph of a linear mapping is 

closed from the fact thnt the mA.pping is bounded. 

Bounded linear tlappings with closed graphs are not necP-.s.sRrily 

contjnuous. In fwction 3 1 1·.'P inv0stip;ate brjpfly some cases in which 
) 

bounded linear mappin!~s with closed graphs are continuous. 

1, Boun:led linear r:appinr;s nnd the closed graph theorem 

T'ne followine.:; example shows that linear mappint;s with closed 

graphs are not necessarily bounded. 

EXAMPL:~ 1.1: Let E be a quasi-bar.relled sp:tce which is 
u 

not barrelled (such for example is H( N ) , the spcicc of nll finite 

·Sequences, (x ) ' with the norm topology defined by: II x II = sun J x J n n" n 

R(N) with this topoloey js bornological but not barrelled). Since 

~ (E', E) is coarser than a(E', E), the craph of the identity mapping 

i: is closed in E' ~ x But i is not bo'..lndcd,u 

for otherwise, E would be bnrrelled. u 

http:hNw:i.ly
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DEPJNITION l. 1: We sny that a convex spnco J<; satisfies 
u 

the B::i.tmch-SLcinhaus condition, if every G"' (E, E' )-bounded .sub.set of 

E is· 0(E, E')-boundcd. 

does not satisfy the Banach-Steinhaus 

~·pcondition. We note also that ... is B -complete.
u r 

We have the following case which ensures that t is bounded•. 

TffE~OREM 1.1: Let E be a convex space and F a B -complete
u v r 

space. Let t be a l:i.near r;-iappinr; of · E into F , who.se graph is u v 

closed in E x F • If E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition,u v u 

then t is bounded. 

PROOF: Let V be a neighbourhood of the origin in F • v 
1Then t- (V) is a barrel in E and therefore a r1eichbourhood of the 

u 

origin in Ep• Thus) t: Eµ--•Fv is almost continuous. Further, 

since the eraph of t is closed in E x F , it is also closed in 
u v 

E x Fv and therefore . t: Ei3---+Fv is continuous (Chapter I, Theo:::-em 5.1).
13 

Since E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition, every u-bounded set 
u 

is ;.\-bounded a.ncl therefore t: E--->F is bounded. Q.E.D.u v 

REMAHK 1.1: If in the above theorem,. Eu is barrelled, 

t: E---·F will be continuous by a closed graph theorem (Chapter I,u v 

'Theorem 5.1, Coroll!:i.ry ) • However, t as in the theorem, may fail to 

be continuous. This follows from: 

EXAHPLE 1. 2: Suppose E is a non-reflexive Banach space.
w 

'lncn E' -c satisfies the BGnach-Steinhaus condition. Consider now, 
u 

the irlcnti ty mappinc i: E' i: r:• P i is u m.J.pping of F.' i: onto 
u u u 

}'I fl 'C' 
a B-complete space, The graph of i is closed in E' x E'fl but'u • u ,u 
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i is not continuous, for otherwi_·e, E would be reflexive. 
w 

REMARK 1. 3: . In the above example, E' t: is sequentially
w 

barrelled ([43], Theorem 3.1). Such spaces satisfy.the Banach-Steinhaus 

condition ([43], § 1). 

In the following corollaries, let 1~ be a convex space and 
u 

F a B -comulete spRce. Let t be a linear mappin~ of E into F ,r ...v u v 

whose graph is closed in E x F • u v 

COHOLJ .1\ HY 1: If E is acquentinlly barrelled, then t is 
u 

bounded. 

COROLLARY ?.: If E is countably barrelled, then t is 
u 

·-~---- bounded. 

COROLT A'.ff 2_: If Ea• is complete, then t is bounded. 
r 

PROOF: This follows from the fact that if EP* is complete 

E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition([43], Corollary 3.2).
u 

COROLLJ\'ff 4: If E-.: is sequentially complete, then t is 

bounded. 

PRCOF: If Er is sequentially complete, E satisfies the 
u 

Banach-Ste~nhnus condition and our result follows as before. Q.E. D. 

A fundamental s1:?quence of weakly compact sets in a convex spncc 

l.fl nlr;o a fundamental sequence of bounded sots ([8], § 3 1 '11
h001·cm 2). _ 

Thc1·cforo n convex c.p:i.cc with n fund;:-,m.~ntal ccquoncc of \f.'Cl'.1kly compnct 

aoto ;,~ ( ~1r~1~~1 "') flOqucr1tirtlly coff1pleto, becallf>C ench Cc-.uchy sequence ia 

boun<lc0. t.md therefore containc<l in a comploto set. Tld.(1 gives us: 

COi~OL1.f1TlY '): If B ponacnsco n ~1ndnmcntnl sequence of wcnkly
u 


comp~ct nets, then t iA bounded. 
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DEFINI'I'JON 1. 2: A convex s~nce is said to have the convex 

compactness property if, whenever A is compact, the closed, absolutely 

convex envelope of A is also compact. 

Any quasi-complete space has this property. 

It turns out th.:1 t a convex space which hc-;s the convex compactness 

property .satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition ( [37], Lerr.rna l~). This 

gives us: 

COROLLARY 6: If E has the convex compnctness property,
u 

then t is bounded. 

Let F be a convex space. Since v-bounded and P*(F, ~•)
v 

bounded sets are identical, we have the following variation of Theorem 1.1. 

THEOREM 1. 2 : Iiet E be a convex space and F another 
u v 

convex sp3Ce which is a B -complete space in its ~·(F, F')-topology.
r 

Let· t be a linear mapping of E into whose grr<ph is closedFv ' u 

in E x F • If E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition, then 
u v u 


t is bounded. 


A ve~7 useful variation oi' coro~.la~y 4 to Theorem 1.1 is 

the folloi-1inc: 

THEOREM 1.3: Let Eu be a convex space which is sequentially 

complete in its Mackey topology and F a '{-space. If t is a v 

linear mapping of E into F, whose graph io closed in E x F ,u v u v 

then t is bounded. 

PROOF: Since E-c is sequentially comyilete, Eµ* is also 

sequentially complete ( ~23], § 18, Lt, (4) b)). If B is a u-closed 

absolutely convex u-boundcd set, then B is also p•-closed (since 

W"~E,E') is finer than u) and f3"'-bounded. Now, let (EB,UB) be 



the Banach space associated with B, where UB is the norm topolot;y 

on EB. As uB is finer than the p* ( li'.., E' )-induced topolocy on EB' 

the graph of the restriction of t to is c],osed intB EB 

(EB' uB) x Fv. Therefore tB is continuous by a closed graph theorem 

(Chapter II, Theorem 2.2). 'l"nus t(B) is bounded in F • v Q.E.D. 

Since a-spaces are f/-spDccn, 1.;c: h.<\ve: 

COROLLA~Y 1: Let F be an a-space. Let E and t be as 
v u 

in the theorem. Then t is bounded. 

I: in Theo:;."'cm 1.3, E is barrelled, then 
u 

t: E--- F will be ccntinuous (Chapter II, Theorem 2.2). Ho;:ever,u v 

the mapping t: E --->F , as in the theorem is not necessarilyu v 

continuous. This follows from: 

Let E = c , the space of all sequences convergentw 0 

to zero, with the usual norm topol08Y· As in .F1):amplc 3.1 (Chapter IV), 

E'&: E'~is complete and is an o:.-space and therefore a ?I -space.w ·w 

The graph of the identity mc:i.pping i: E'~--~~~z·P is closed in 
w w 

E'""' x E'~ but i is not continuous because otherwise, E wouldW Iw w 

be reflexive. 

A cbnvex space E which possesses a fundamental sequence of 
u 

weakly compact sets is semi-reflexive because the sequence of sets is 

also a fundamental sequence of bounded sets ([8], § 3, Th~orem 2). Thus 

= p ( 1i' I 
I 
. E) Ton F''u I -c (EI' E) ., (Chapter ~, 'l'heorem 8.1 (c)). Since 

r:' r~ i ,,<- me trif;n blc 1 
EI 'C iD aJ.r:;o nw trir;nblc Rnd therefore F: isu u u 

an a-space. TI1is enables us to atnte: 
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COROLJ,t\RY 2: Let E and F be convex spaces, each of u v 

which po.ssesses a fundamental sequence of weakly compact sets. If 

t is a linear mapping of E into F whose graph is closed inu v' 

Eu x Fv , then t is bounrled. 


P~COF: Since E is sequentially complete and F is an 
u v 


a-space, our result follows from Corollm•y 1. 


Let E be a convex spnce and F a B -complete sp~ce. Let u v r 

t be a linear mapping of E into F whose graph. is closed in 
u v' 

E x F • He now show, by givinc an exar.iple, thnt boundedness of t
u v 

does not in general imply that E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus u 

condition. 

,,,
Let Q be a subspnce of a· Frechet space F, 

which is not bHrrelled. Then the identity r.iayiping i: Q-F is 

continuous and therefore bounded but Q does not satisfy the Banach-

Steinhaus concli tion, for othcrv:ise Q would be barrelled. 

In the next theofcm below, we cite a case when boundedness of 

t implies that E 
u satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition~ First 

we need a lemma. 

LEMMA 1.1: Let t be a linear mapping of a quasi-barrelled 

space into a convex space F. If t is bounded, then t is almost 

continuous. 

PROOF: Let V be an absolutely convex neighbourhood of' the 

oric;in in F. Then t-
1 

(V) is a barrel in E. We show that t-1 (V) 

absorbs bounded sets of E. Let B be a bounded set in E. Then t(B) 

is bounded, by hypothesis. Therefore there exists an « > 0 such that 
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t(B) C ·1-v fox- I/... I 2: a.. This implies that B C. A. t-1 (v) c A. t-1 (V). 

Since E is quasi-b~rrelled, t-1(V) is a neighbourhood of the origin 

in E. In other words, t is almost continuous. 

THEOREM 1.4: Let E be a convex space which is a quasiu 

barrelled, B (a )-snace in its ~·(E, E')-topology and F a barrelledr • v 

B -complete space. t be a one-to-one, linear mapping of E onto
r u 


Fv ' whose graph is closed in E x F • Then t· is bounded if and 
u v 


only if E satisfies the Banach-Steinh~us condition.
u 

PROOF': If E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition,u 

our result follows from Theorem 1.1. 

On the other hand, if t: E - F is bounded, t: u v 


is also bounded. Now, since EP* is quasi-barrelled, it follows that 


t: Ep-.~-~Fv is almost continuous (Lemma 1.1). Further, since the 

eraph of t is closed in E x F it is also closed in u v' El.)* x Fv@ 

Since E is a B 
r 
(~ )-space, t: E1 ,-,.--~F is open ([15], Chapter 7,l3 * vI-' 

+. -1§ 5, Theorem 7)~ Now,· F is B -complete and since " .• v r 

is continuous and almost open, Ep* is also B -complete ([35], Chapter VI~ r 


§ 2, Proposition 9) and thereforp complete. Completeness of implies 


that Eu satisfies the B3.nach-Steinhaus condition ( [ lij], Corollary 3.2). 

REI:i.'\RK 1. 5: If Eu is quasi-bnrrelled, then t (E, E') = ~*(E, E'). 

However, if is quasi-bnrrelled, E-e. may fail to be quasi-barrelled 

(see Example 1.1, (Crmpter IV)). 

It is also worth notinc, in connection with T'n0orem 1.4, th:tt, 

111hcncver E~* is a B 
r 
(~ )-space, is also a B (~)-space. This r 

follo~;s directly from the definition of B ( ;J )-spnccs.
r 
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?.. Boundcdne0s and the r;raph of Jinenr !l'r-lppinG§. 

The followine; exar1ple shows that bounded linear mappings do 

not necessarily have clo.scd eraphs. 

EXA!!PLE 2.1: Let E 
u -l 11 with the usunl norm topology. 

Since E is not reflexive, "C(E', E) is strictly coarser than 
u 

i:: I 

p(E'' E) and therefore E'P' ~ E' E' ~-)Iu u = E. Let t c rv E; let 
u 

E' [~R be the reals, with the usual topology, v. T'nen: t: R v u v 

is continuous anrl therefore bounded. Since is a Banach space, 

1: (E 1 , E)-bounded sets are also P_(E', E)-bounded and so: t: E~i::__,..Rv 

't. ' G"is also bounded. However, since E' (::: Er) is sequentially complete
u 

and R is an a-space, the graph of t cannot be closed in E'~ x R ,
v u v 

becau.:;c othcrwi.so t would be continuous (Chapter II, Theorem 1.1). 

REf.11'\.RK 2. J.: In the above example, E•~* (= E'I)) is a 
u u 

bornological spAce; however, is not, if so, t: "'' 'J:E' 
u 

"C for ;J u ---P. v 

would be continuous. 

We nm-J invcstir,ate the situation in which one could derive 


that the graph of a J.inear mapping is closed from the fact that the 


mapping is bounded. 


TII:SOR!~M 2, l: Let be a convex sri.:1ce which is a bornological, 

B (d )-space in its P*(E, E')-topology o.nd F a barrelled space. If 
r v 

t is a one-to-0~1e, bounded linear m:i.pping of E onto F 1i then the 
u v 

graph of t is closed in E x F • 
u v 

PROOF: Since u-boundcd sets are P*-boundcd, t: B,--,.---+F 
t> v 

is also bounded. Eµ* is bornological and therefore t: E~:>-.---+}"'v 

http:REf.11'\.RK
http:othcrwi.so
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is continuous. Now, since Ep• is a B (d )-space and F a barrelled r v 

space, t: F.{:3-.."."'",--+Fv is open. B*(E, E') is finer than u and 

there fore t: E--+F is also open. Thun the grnph of t is cloced 
u v 

in E x F • u v 

In the case when is n bornolor;:i.cal cx.-spacc, the hypothcsin 

that F be barrcJ,lcd, may be weakened. We have: 
v 

THEOJEl'-: 2. 2: Let E be a convex space which is a boruoloeical 
u 

a.-space in its µ• (E, E')-topology and F a convex space with sequentiallyv' 

complete weak dual. If t is a one-to-one, bonnned linear mappin[~ of 

E onto then t.hc craph of t is closed in }~ x F .F ' u v u v 

PIWOF: Since t: B---;i..F~ is open .(Chapter II, Theorem 1.2), 
13"' 

t: E--+Fi: is also open. Therefore, the graph of t is closed in 
u 

E x Ft: • Since the )cJ.osed convex sets in 1:' (E,E') and v are tho 
u 

same, the graph of t is also closed in E x F • Q.E.D
u v 

Our invcstieations in § 1 and § 2 5ive us the followin3 

characterization. 

Let E be a convex space which is a complete,
u 

bornoJ.oc;icaJ. B (a)-srx:icc in its p*(E, E')-topology. J,et F be a.r ... v 

barrelled, Br-co~1plcte space. Let t he a one-to-one,. linear mapping 

of E onto F • Then t is bounded if and only if the graph of t 
u. v 

is closed :i.n E x F , u v· 

PROO?': Suppose the eraph of t is closed in E x F • Since 
u v 

E satisfies the Banach-Steinhaus condition ([l+3]~
u 

Corollary 3.2) and our result follo;-1s fro:n Theorem 1.1. 
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On the other lvm<l, :i.f t: E·---1-F is bounded, tho craphu v 
of t in clo.s0d in E x F' by '.l.""'neo1•er.1 2.1.u v 

.3.,. Bounc10rl Jj norcr w1ppinr;.s with clor.;ed grc:~ 

Several examples cnn easily be constructed to show that bounded 

lincnr m::tPJ-'inGG with closed r;1·apbs arc not in i::;eneral, continuous. Exn.mple i·.3 

in § l is one such example. In that example, i': E 1 -c---~:::: 1 F3 is 
w w 

bounded (because E is a Banach space) and its graph is clos~d in 
w 

E'i: EI f3. i Ix But fajls to be continuous.w w 

However, we have: 

'rHEO '.~'i~N .3. J.: J~et E be a convex space with sequentiallyu 

complete weak dual and m2trisnblc in its P*(E, E')-topology. Let F 
v 

be a B('m)-spqce whioh is separable and barrelled. If t is a bounded, 

linear mapping of E onto F , whose graph is closed in E x F , thenu v u v 

t: E--~F, is continuom;~u v 

PROOF: Since t: E,-.--~ 1'' is a continuous linear rnapping1f v 

of a metrisable space onto a ba.rrelled space, F is metrisable (Chapter III,.v 
Proposition 1.1). But F is a separable B('lfl..)-space. Therefore Fv v 

is a separable B-complete space (Chapter III, Proposition 1.2) and hence 

an a-space (Chapter II, Proposition 1~4). Since E' u is sequentially
u 

cor.iplete and the graph of t is closed in E x 1" t: E--->F is u v' u v 
now continuous (Chapter II, Theorem 1.1). Q.E.D. 

REMAHK ,3.1: In the above theorem, we can also take a sequentially 

complete, sepnrahle barrelled space for F • In that case, our theorem v 

follows from the fact that separable Fre'chet spaces are a-spaces. 
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\fo nlao httvc: 

Let E be a convex spncc which io n ocpornblc,
u 

bornoloz~:Lcnl space in it.:; il"' (};, E' )-to110lor,y. Let F be o convex 
v 

space with scqucntinlly compJ.cto weak dual and which is n B ( d )-space
r 

in its Mnckcy topolo~y. If t is a bounded, nlmost continuous linear 

mappinc of E onto F whose eraph is closed in E x F , then 
u v' u v 

t: E-~F is continuous. 
u v 

PROOF: Since t is bounded and E ,.. is bornological,
13 

t: Fµ* is continuous. Further, since Eµ• is separable,E!3"' 

(::: F __ ' since F'~ is sequentially complete) is also separable.Fp* p v 

Thus F'l7 is semi-reflexive (Chapter I, Theorem 8.2) and therefor-e 
v 

is barrell10d (Chapter I, 'I'heorem 8.1 (c)). Since Fl: is a B ( d )- ' 
r 

SpCICC by hypothesis, it follows that F-.: is B -comnleter ~ 
(Chapter I, 

) 

Theorem 6.3, Corolla~-y). Now, since t: E 
u 

F 
v 

is almost continuous 

and its graph is closed in T~ 
u 

x F ' v 
t: E 

u 
>F 

v 
is continuous. 
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